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Abstract: 
This thesis project is based on the data analysis and interpretation of Cosmic Ray 
Induced Ionization (CRII) radiation environment measurements acquired during 
author-designed experiments “Timepix@Space“ and “CRIndIons“ on BEXUS-7 
and on BEXUS-9 stratospheric balloon campaigns resp.  

In the thesis, results of the first two experiments using the semiconductor pixel 
detectors of the Medipix family for energetic particle imaging in the 
stratospheric environment are presented. The original detecting device was 
based on the hybrid pixel detectors of Medipix-2 and Timepix developed at 
CERN with USB interface developed at Institute of Experimental and Applied 
Physics of Czech Technical University in Prague. The detectors were used in 
tracking mode allowing them to operate as an "active nuclear emulsion". The 
actual flight time of BEXUS-7 with Medipix-2 on 8th October 2008 was over 4 
hours, with 2 hours at stable floating altitude of 26km. BEXUS-9 measurements 
of 3.5 hour duration by Timepix, Medipix-2 and ST-6 Geiger telescope 
instruments took place in arctic atmosphere till ceiling altitude of 24km on 11th 
October 2009. Stratospheric balloon platform is the optimal realization for such 
in-situ measurements of atmospheric ionization. Optimal not only because of 
the high altitudes reached, but also due to its slow ascent velocity for 
statistically relevant sampling of the ambient environment for improving cosmic 
ray induced ionisation rate model inputs. The flight opportunity for BEXUS 
student projects was provided by Education department of the European Space 
Agency (ESA) and Eurolaunch - Collaboration of Swedish National Space Board 
(SNSB) and German Space Agency(DLR). The scientic goal was to check energetic 
particle type altitudinal dependencies, simultaneously testing proper detector 
calibration by detecting fluxes of ionizing radiation while evaluating 
instrumentation endurance and performance. Extensive dataset of different 
types of cosmic ray particle image tracks were acquired in the stratospheric 
radiation environment, sorted and analyzed.  

Terrestrial Cosmic Ray Flux (CR) is considered by the scientific community as a 
possible important agent influencing various atmospheric phenomena that 
range from Global Atmospheric Electric Circuit, dust concentrations, to cloud 
properties. Therefore, better experimental data on specific atmospheric fluxes 
along with particle types and energies present are an important input into 
various models. According to many scientists it will be very important to develop 
fully automatic, small, and light CR stations for regular ship and aircraft lines for 
continuous planetary surveys. Such an extended network of both stationary and 
moving CR stations will be much more effective also for problems related to 
space situational awareness and space weather (e.g., forecasting of dangerous 
magnetic storms by analyzing galactic CR distribution and great radiation 
hazards from solar CRs). Therefore we argue that such a CR station could be 
readily available in low-cost setup, providing all the required measurements.  

The feasibility study for gaining actual improvement of CRII estimation from the 
induced ionization measurements in silicon is undergoing, expecting to provide 
better atmospheric altitudinal spectra of particle types and energies, improving 
overall CRII model simulations. Detector performance is evaluated for further 
design implications of advanced concepts focusing on Cosmic Ray Induced 
Ionization rate measurements. General comparison of the project results with 
relevant simulations from OuluCRAC, GEANT4 and CORSIKA are presented. 
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Reproducible laboratory measurements of artificial emitters and respective 
calibrations were undertaken with goal of optimizing the algorithms of ionizing 
radiation pattern recognition to represent the track patterns as realistic 
components of unknown (mixed) radiation field. This was undertaken under 
supervisory of Jan Jakubek, PhD, from IEAP CTU in Prague in scope of the CERN 
Medipix Collaboration.  

 

Keywords: Cosmic Ray Induced Ionization, Radiation environment in 
stratosphere, real-time imaging, Medipix2 detector  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Experiment objectives 
 

Main focus of this diploma project is to analyse in-situ measured Cosmic Ray Induced 
Ionization rate data in respect to induced ion concentrations according to flux theories. 
That all along the atmospheric layers traversed during the balloon flight. There is still high 
ambiguity in specific ionization processes, impacting phenomenons in magnetospheric and 
atmospheric physics, concerning global atmospheric electric currents and cloud forming 
conditions. While the CRII is the main atmospheric ionization contributing process in 
altitudes of 3-35km, and we know relevant cosmic-ray fluxes well, we need more specific 
data on its ionization yields. Those depend on particle types and their energies. This still 
needs to be measured in more detail in situ as requested by scientific community, 
competing models do still exist. 

 

As a response to this situation, we contributed with the new approach to the radiation 
environment measurements during ascent and float phase of stratospheric balloon. The 
state-of-the-art ”Detecting device based on hybrid pixel detector of Medipix2/Timepix type 
developed at CERN with USB interface developed at IEAP CTU in Prague” was used for this 
purpose. This device can separate different types of particles by its distinctive records, 
derived from the tracks on the detector in-flight, thoroughly analyzed and identified during 
post-landing analysis. That with possibly good distinction of various particle types which 
will impinge on the detector. The statistical comparisons and various sanity-checks of 
effects expected were done comparing with experimental cosmic ray atmospheric profiles 
(only overall fluxes measured) and numerical Monte Carlo simulation models. 

 

It was nicely demonstrated on TimePiX@Space that BEXUS is quite ideal platform for the 
proposed in-situ measurements. Not only because of the altitudes reached, but also thanks 
to its slow ascent velocity (and though statistically significant and reasonably balanced-
conditions sampling) of the ARCTIC cold atmosphere and stratosphere, which are of 
specific study interest. The sampling of the low atmosphere and direct comparison to 
higher levels in really essential as will be shown later. Also the possibility of studies of 
effects observable well only at high cutoff-rigidities, associated with high-geomagnetic 
latitude proves ESRANGE as the ideal place for such observation.  
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1.2 Experiment focus with scientific support 
 

We successfully modified CERNs' MediPiX2 silicon detector interface for tracking and data 
recording on BEXUS stratospheric balloon platform. The original experiment performed 
well and took about 4000s of 5s exposures of ionizing radiation using 700um Si wafer, 
placed into well defined (Geant4 simulated) PE enclosure casing with low attenuation, 
resulting in detector having (little) limited FOV. The improvement in comparison with 
standard approaches using only scintillators/Geiger-Muller tubes is that recorded specific 
tracks can be associated to distinctive particle types using modified software techniques 
(neural network recognition) having additional benefit in low-speed ascent - meaning 
reasonable sampling of atmospheric layers traversed. The Timepix development was driven 
by the requirements for TPC (Time Projection chamber)-like readout, which is of high 
experimental use. This pixel detector (256x256 square pixels) can count individual quanta 
of radiation. The detector will also respond differently for different types of radiation. If the 
acquisition time is short enough with respect to radiation intensity one can see 
characteristic tracks of individual quanta in image taken (e.g. curved lines for electrons, 
round shaped clusters for alpha particles, heavy ions and slow neutrons, cone shapes for 
fast neutrons, simple dots for low energy X-rays etc.) By analyzing these patterns, in this so 
called “tracking mode” of operation, it is possible to distinguish individual tracks and 
classify them into predefined categories. For each “cluster” detected the features, (such as 
parameters describing the shape and energy deposition estimation), can be extracted and 
used to distinguish radiation type. The energy deposited can be estimated by using 
calibration measurements with different types of radiation and variation of the 
discrimination threshold. We can get the specific particle energy from backplane-pulse or 
for every single pixel using TimePix detector. That provides us with complete view of the 
radiation environment conditions along the flight along with the other instruments.  

Spatial distribution of CR tracks needs to be measured to describe proper association with 
data acquired by multiple instrumentation to measure CRII rate by different approach. That 
along with humidity, other related environment data for calibration of the instruments. 
The close geographic relation (also considering geo.cut-off rigidity) make it ideal to use 
OULU Neutron Monitor data in analysing the intensity levels correlation. Project was 
discussed with Dr. Usoskin who provided CRII simulated data specifically for the conditions 
of the original flight.  

In  recent publications (i.e. citing overviews from Ionisation Processes in Planetary 
Atmospheres – ISSI/ Space Science Reviews) are present statements such: "Modern balloon 
measurements of the ion concentration in the atmosphere have yielded a great diversity of 
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results. Taking into account different latitudes and solar activity levels, the ion 
concentrations obtained are not consistent with each other, which appears likely to be due 
to the varying extent of aerosol pollution." and "Dedicated simultaneous measurements of 
ion-production rate, aerosol concentration and ion properties, particularly independent 
measurements of ion concentration and mobility, should be obtained in the atmosphere" 
So that even considering extensive datasets of earlier experiments, it is still of big relevance 
to make such in-situ measurements of arctic upper atmosphere&troposphere using 
Medipix-type ionizing radiation detector in combination with apparatuses to get precisely 
the CR induced ionization rate with adequate measurements of ambient conditions, 
aerosols being the hardest one of them, for which we were just depending on LIDAR 
campaign aerosol analysis results. 

We also use novel ionizing radiation imaging approach for resolving CRII rate and particle 
energies which promise interesting results and better insights into the processes. We have 
flown on our follow-up campaign on BEXUS-9 extended experiment named CRIndIons in 
Oct 2009.  It also included LPI RAS standardized ionizing radiation radiosonde Geiger 
counters.  

This project could serve also as testbed contributing to the ESA action in the area of Space 
Situational Awareness, studying feasibility of specific detector application for multi-point 
space-based monitoring. It could detect anisotropy of Galactic Cosmic Ray intensity caused 
by approach of dangerous plasma clouds from coronal mass ejections on the Sun if 
deployed ultimately in network, piggybacking various satellites. 

Most of the basic resources for building electronics as well as structure has been 
sufficiently low-cost, being able to design and build it ourselves without official support.  
The advanced instrumentation, giving to our experiment real scientific value was borrowed 
by IEAP CTU. Agreements have been made concerning this issue. So the financial support 
needs for this extended project were small, having in mind mostly that the basic design has 
been already developed and the instrumentation given by the cooperating institute. 
Robust control hardware built could be used for alternative applications in harsh 
environment. Another experimental performance data of this detector tested and qualified 
for stratospheric conditions might be welcome for Medipix collaboration [8]. Radiation 
damage and performance studies are even more useful to perform. The near-space flight 
test acquisition of scientifically interesting height-dependent radiation environment 
parameters would be useful to test device performance. (keeping in mind that this device is 
under testing to serve on satellites) 
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2 RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 
 

There are three naturally occurring sources of radiation in interplanetary space. The 
trapped radiation belts (Van Allen Belts), Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCRs) and the Solar Particle 
Events (SPEs).  

 

The Van Allen Belts comprise of two regions of electrons at 3000 km and 25000 km, and 
one region of protons at 3000 km. Although the belts are considered being static, they 
show strong temporal and spatial variations. Temporal variations arise because the belts 
respond to geomagnetic storms and SPEs. Spatial variations are also due to the day/night 
asymmetry in the Earth’s magnetic field at higher altitudes. 

  

GCRs consist of low flux,  mean 5 particles.cm-2s-1, being of incredibly wide energy range of  
108-1020 eV, ionized nuclei which come mainly from strong galactic events from nearby 
galaxies. The GCR flux is composed roughly of 85% H, 14% He, and 1% heavier ions. The 
GCR flux is seen to be dependent on the solar cycle with the flux being the highest at solar 
minimum. Based on sudden variations of solar activity we can observe also strong short 
Forbush decrease events. 

 

SPEs originate mainly from coronal mass ejections from the Sun. Therefore they are 
composed mainly of energetic protons, alpha particles and some heavier elements. The 
occurrence rate of CMEs depends on the phase of the solar cycle. At solar minimum the 
average is a rate of 1 per two days. At solar maximum this rises to 2-3, but even 10 per day. 

 

The radiation environment effect is based on the energy that the charged particles transfer 
to the surface of the material. If the charged particle (radiation) transfers just few eV of 
energy to the atomic electron, the electron escapes the electrical attraction of the nucleus. 
Therefore the radiation that interacts with atomic electrons is called ionizing radiation. If 
the energy is higher, it may break the bond, therefore displacing two neighboring atoms.  

The amount of energy deposit in material is called the radiation dose. The amount of 
radiation dose that results in ionizations is called the total ionizing dose (TID) and describes 
the change of the kinetic energy per unit mass dT/dm. 

The linear energy transfer (LET) is the change in kinetic energy per unit path length of the 
charged particle dT/dx which depends on the target density and on a parameter called 
stopping cross section which describes the probability of removing a given amount of 
energy from the charged particle.  

 

Noteworthy is the fact that the proton flux fluctuates more severely throughout the day 
than the electron flux. More plots follow to illustrate important phenomena. 
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2.1 Ionising radiation in atmosphere 
 

During so-called Airshowers (Fig.1) secondary particles are produced in atmospheric 
interactions of energetic cosmic rays. As result of such interactions in thick atmosphere, at 
ground level most of the shower is composed of muons. (Other particles have been either 
stopped or have decayed) 
To gain complete overview, we must measure at high altitude in order to detect other 
particles or even better, sample it during the ascent as will be the case of this experiment.  

Shower composition: 
– p (protons), π (pions)  produced 
in strong interactions (hadronic 
comp.) 
– ν (neutrinos), μ (muons), 
decayed from π+,- 

Figure 1: Particle shower in the atmosphere 

– e- (electrons), e+ (positrons), γ (gamma) from electromagnetic interaction 
(quick decay from π0) 
– nuclei produced by interactions of secondary particles with atmosphere 
– gamma decayed from unstable nuclei 

 
 

Figure 2: Integral CR primary Energy slope composition: Antoni et.al, ApJ612 (2004) 
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Figure 3: Detail of integral proton flux spectrum, edited by Kaskade collab. (2006) 

 
Figure 4: Detail of integral Helium nuclei flux spectrum, edited by Kaskade collab. (2006) 

 

particle mass (MeV), lifetime atm.abs.length 

Pion      134               26 ns 115 g/cm2 

Muon 106               2 µs 260 g/cm2 

neutron     932              12 min 140 g/cm2 

proton   938              stable 110 g/cm2 

electron 0.511           stable 100 g/cm2 

photon stable  
 

Table 1: Atmospheric particle radiation composition and properties 
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Particles passing through matter lose their energy by interacting with atoms. 
Different processes are important for different particles and their energies: 
●  For heavy charged particles the most important process is: 
– Ionization: charged particles excite electron shell or ionize atoms 
●   Electrons loose most of their energy by 
– Bremsstrahlung: charged particles radiate photons when changing their direction in 
magnetic fields in matter. Energy loss is inversely proportional to the particle mass, 
therefore it is much more important for electrons than for heavy particles. 
●  Photons lose their energy by three processes: 
– Compton scattering: elastic interactions with electron shell of atoms. Photon loose only 
part of its energy 
– Photo-effect: photon is absorbed by electron shell passing on its whole energy to the 
electron 
– Pair conversion: photons with energy above ~1 MeV can convert to pairs of e+e- in 
electromagnetic fields of atoms 

Fig. 5: RIGHT: Particle fluxes in atmosphere.  
LEFT: A shower from Fe compared to one from 
proton has: higher Xmax [σint larger], more 
secondaries [Nsec~lnE], more muons at ground, 

less electrons at ground, similar number of hadrons. MC Simulated in CORSIKA [28] 
 

2.2 Ionising radiation influence on atmosphere 
 
Ionising radiation influx forms an important outer space factor affecting physics and 
chemistry of the entire atmosphere as they are the main ionizing agent for the lower and 
middle atmosphere. For many important calculations, i.e. for the impact of cosmic rays on 
the ozone layer and aerosol-ion mediated formation of clouds in the troposphere, it is 
important to know precisely the cosmic ray induced ionization (CRII) and its variations with 
the location, time, solar and geomagnetic activity. Two main components are important for 
CRII: The high energy galactic cosmic rays that are always present in the vicinity of the 
Earth and are subject to solar modulation but also sporadic solar energetic particles of 
lower energy but high peak flux. The effect of both components is quantitatively studied. 
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Many balloon experiments have been used to measure the CRII at different locations and 
during several solar cycles (Neher 1971, Lowder et al. 1972, Rosen et al. 1985, Ermakov et 
al. 1997), but a coordinated continuous worldwide measurement of CRII is still missing. On 
the other hand, several physical models have been developed recently to compute CRII. 
There are three models for CRII available: Sofia model (Velinov and Mateev 2005, 2007), 
Bern model (Desorgher et al. 2005, Scherer et al. 2007), and Oulu model (Usoskin et al. 
2004, Usoskin and Kovaltsov 2006). as shown in fig. 6. Space environment engineering 
models (i.e. all those included in SPENVIS) don’t actually include this low altitude 
(atmospheric) environment. For some applications it would be helpful to have an option to 
incorporate them and made lower altitudes available for engineering studies based on the 
outputs from previous 3 models mentioned. Those were validated to some level with 
balloon campaigns, what was done also in our experiment.   
 
Energetic particles cannot penetrate the thick atmosphere of the Earth since they collide, 
typically in the lower stratosphere, with nuclei of atmospheric gases (mostly nitrogen and 
oxygen), thereby initiating a cascade of secondaries, called Extensive airshowers (EAS). The 
cascade consists of three principal components: the “soft” or electromagnetic component 
including electrons, positrons, and photons; the “hard” or muon component; and the 
“hadronic” nucleonic component consisting mostly of suprathermal protons and neutrons. 
The cascade leads to notable physico-chemical effects in the atmosphere. 
The ionization due to galactic cosmic rays (GCR) is always present in the atmosphere, and it 
changes with the 11-year solar cycle due to the solar modulation. Primary cosmic rays 
initiate a hadronic-electromagnetic cascade in the atmosphere, with the main energy 
losses at altitudes below 30 km, resulting in ionization, dissociation and excitation of 
molecules (i.e. Dorman 2004). The details of the cosmic ray initiated cascade are discussed 
in (Bazilevskaya et al. 2008). 
The most important effect is cosmic ray induced ionization (CRII) in the atmosphere. CRs 
form the principal source of ionization in the low and middle atmosphere, except in the 
near-to-ground layer, where natural radioactivity in the soil may play a role. Ionization of 
the upper atmosphere is dominated by solar UV-radiation and by precipitating, less 
energetic particles of interplanetary and magnetospheric origin. The permanent ionization 
of the atmosphere has additional numerous possible effects for various aspects of the 
terrestrial environment, not being discussed in this thesis. 
 
Ionization yield function is important term, being the number of ion pairs produced at 
specific altitude in the atmosphere by one CR particle of the specific type , depending also 
on its kinetic energy. 
Cut-off rigidity allows particle arrival at specific geomagnetic co-ordinates. Higher is needed 
for lower geomagnetic coordinates. Cosmic rays also penetrate the field more easily from 
the west, described by Stoermer theory.  
E-W asymmetry in inner proton radiation belt comes from the fact, that at low altitudes, 
proton gyro-radius is comparable to the scale height of the atmosphere (vertical 
exponential density fall-off  length) of ~50km. This means that over the gyration on field 
lines which are not vertical, there is a big neutral density variation. Therefore particles 
reaching a point from above (so from West) encounter less atmospheric neutrals than 
those reaching it from below (so from East).  
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Fig. 6: Oulu CRAC: CRII model output for specific areas 
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Fig. 7: Ionization Yields from the shower components for specific particles, OuluCRAC: CRII [26] 
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3 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES WITH OUR INSTRUMENTATION  

3.1 Medipix-2/Timepix Solid-state detector principle 
 
 
To be able to register ionizing radiation, particle detectors are based on the following 
principle: Energy deposited in the active material of the detector is transformed into 
charge (by ionization in gaseous detectors or by excitation of electron-hole pairs in 
semiconductor ones). The charge is then collected by read-out electronics as e-h pairs are 
generated in Si bulk that is depleted by bias voltage. Electrons are collected by pixel 
electronics and if the charge is above the threshold, the counter is increased. Total 
deposited energy can be determined from the amplitude of the back-plane pulse. We 
measure a projection of the deposited charge. This is demonstrated in Figure 7. 
 

 
Fig. 7: Principle of particle detection in pixelated SSD – i.e. Medipix2 (Jan Jakubek © ) 

 
 
Special hybrid imaging particle pixel detector of Medipix-class for detection of Cosmic Rays 
during the flight of stratospheric balloon during BEXUS campaigns was used. TimePiX [8] is 
a high spatial, high contrast resolving CMOS pixel read-out chip and each pixel of it can be 
programmed to count hits. Medipix2 is used specifically for this charge-over-time 
integrating application. The Timepix development was driven by the requirements for TPC 
(like the Time Projection chamber) digital readout, which is used here. This pixel detector 
(256x256 square pixels) can count individual quanta of radiation. The detector will also 
respond distinctively for different types of incoming radiation. If the acquisition time is 
short enough with respect to radiation intensity (and threshold set above background), one 
can see characteristic tracks of individual quanta in image taken (e.g. curved lines for 
electrons, round shaped clusters for alpha particles, heavy ions and slow neutrons, cone 
shapes for fast neutrons, simple dots for low energy X-rays etc.  
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Fig. 8: Hybrid pixel detector Timepix. Device consists of two chips connected by bump-
bonding technique. The bottom chip is ASIC read-out containing matrix of 256 x 256 of 
preamplifiers comparators and counters. Our flight-detector of Medipix-2 type was 
equipped with the upper chip being pixellated Silicon of 700um. (Medipix collaboration) 

3.1.1 Particle identification 
 

By analysing the patterns which imaging detectors like Medipix type can provide in their 
tracking mode of operation, it is possible to distinguish individual tracks and classify them 
into predefined categories. For each cluster detected, the features (such as parameters 
describing the shape and energy deposition estimation) can be extracted and used to 
distinguish radiation type. The energy deposited can be estimated by using calibration 
measurements with different types of radiation and variation of the discrimination 
threshold. That should provide us with complete view of the radiation conditions along the 
flight. Results are analyzed on statistical basis, with fractions of misidentified particles can 
be estimated using measurements with radioactive sources or MC simulations.  
Medipix2 hybrid detector allows measuring a total charge deposited in the sensor by 
collecting holes at the backplane of the sensor (back-plane pulse) which can be used as a 
trigger signal to lower amount of collected data. We will also gain information about total 
energy deposited by the particle if there is only one particle trace in the detector.  
This is important, because total energy can be used as another selection criterion  
(for instance slow heavy particles ionize more than fast ones) 
 

Diffusive charge sharing with neighboring pixels is basis for unique tracking concept, 
working as digital active nuclear emulsion. That enables reconstruction of the components 
of unknown composition mixed radiation fields.  

 
The more detailed principle of particle recognition and also fully automated method to 
evaluate these data is readily available in [6] as presented in Fig. 9 and 10. 

 

http://147.32.68.57/ofat/Others/Timepix/index.htm�
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Fig. 9: Projection of deposited charge - 
( Carlos Granja, IEAP CTU ) 

Fig. 10:  - then identified as specific particle type 
 

3.1.2 Particle gain simulations 
 
To get proper design of experimental box, mainly concerning its material and thickness, 
considering the attenuating configuration of walls nearby the detector, simulations with 
test material properties (3mm PE, 3cm PS) have been undertaken. CERN simulation 
package Geant4 was used for the simulation of the particle passage through dead and 
active material of the experiment. That determined:  

– levels of loss of the particle energy in dead material (experiment box walls) 
–    shape of the particle traces in the detector which can help with the identification 
–    fraction of misidentified particles (for background studies) 
 

How particle counting works – overview in respect to software processing: 

Planar pixel detector (700μm Si) bump-bond to read-out chip 
• Ionizing particle creates a charge in a sensitive volume 
• The charge is amplified and compared with a threshold 
• Digital counter is incremented. 
When the threshold level is properly set above electronic noise, there are no more false 
counts present. Digital integration provides absence of dark current unlimited dynamic 
range & exposure. Detected counts obeys Poissonian distribution (sanity check assurance) 

 

3.1.3 Simulations for photons 
Photons lost their Energy by passing through experimental box wall (Fig.11-15). 
- 20 keV photons will lose 15% of their Energy. Photons are absorbed or reflected by wall. 
- At 20 keV 80% photons will pass through. Energy threshold of e-h pair in Si is 3.65eV. 
- Deposited charge is then q = DE / 3.65, threshold on collected charge is applied on every 
pixel for correction of this effect. 
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Fig. 11 Energy losses passing the wall for photons 

 
Fig. 12 and 13: Fractions of photons passing layers of experiment box structure 

 

  
Fig.14: Mean deposited charge in Si wafer                  Fig.15: Distribution of deposited charge        
         (for photon energy 10keV<E<20keV)     
 

3.1.4 Simulations for electrons 
Most important difference is that Electrons loose much more energy than photons since 
they have a charge. From this reason about 50% of electrons with energy of 2 MeV will be 
absorbed in the wall as the simulations demonstrate (Fig. 16-18) Also the charge deposited 
in the sensor is more than 10 times larger than for photons.  
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Fig. 16: Energy loss of electrons passing the box wall (left) and their resp. fraction (right) 
 
 

 
Fig. 17: Mean deposited charge by electrons 
 

 Fig. 18: Simulated tracks of low-energetic 
 electrons in silicon wafer (700 µm) 

 
 
Different particles create distinctive patterns in the detector which can be used for their 
proper identification. For resolving their energy, backplane pulse amplitude provides 
information about charge deposited in the whole Medipix2 detector which can be used for 
determination of deposited energy. Monte Carlo software package such as CERN GEANT 4 
simulation can be used to model particle passage through active and passive material. 
Comparison of measured data and the simulation helps to better identify particles. These 
studies made for Medipix detectors configuration inside custom-built case showed that it 
can be used well as a tracking detector for particles in specified energy ranges. 
 
Concerning the similar application of this device to current experiment design, we can 
illustrate its capabilities for detection and imaging of [6] atmospheric cosmic rays.  
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Fig. 19: Specific Energy transfer in Silicon has to be considered when analysing heavy nuclei 
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Fig. 20: The Ion Range in Aluminium is presented to get better insight of aluminium 
shielding and hadron showering produced in it. We had to consider these effects, while 
gondola and most of our experiment structure was built of alumininum. 

3.2 Applicable additional modes of Timepix detector 
 
The hybrid silicon pixel device TimePix was developed at CERN by Medipix collaboration. It 
is based on its predecesor Medipix2. The device consists of a semiconductor detector chip 
(300 um thick silicon) bump-bonded to a readout chip. The detector chip is equipped with a 
single common backside electrode and a front side matrix of electrodes (256 x 256 square 
pixels with pitch of 55 um). Each element of the matrix (pixel) is connected to its respective 
preamplifier, discriminator and digital counter integrated on the readout chip. The noise of 
analog circuitry is about 650 electrons.  
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Each TimePix pixel can work in one of three modes: 
1. Medipix mode - Counter counts incoming particles. 
2. TimePix mode - Counter works as a timer and measures time of the particle 

detection. 
3. Time over threshold (TOT) mode - Counter is used as Wilkinson type ADC 

allowing direct energy measurement in each pixel. 
Each individual pixel of the TimePix device in TOT mode is connected to its own analog 
circuitry and AD converter. Thus the device contains 65536 independent ADCs to be 
calibrated to energy. Basic test was done to calibrate of Timepix flight detector, to be 
finalised after 2nd flight campaign. This measuring mode therefore allows after proper 
calibration to measure the charge left in every single matrix pixel, counting the overall 
deposited charge by specific particle. 

3.2.1 Charge sharing effect – clusters 
 

A single particle often creates signal in a cluster of adjacent pixels. It is because the charge 
created by the particle is spreading out during the charge collection process and it can be 
finally collected by several adjacent pixels forming the cluster. The charge collected by each 
pixel in the cluster can be measured with the TimePix device. The total charge can be 
revealed by summation of all these fractional charges i.e. by determination of the cluster 
volume. As the charge collection speed depends on applied bias voltage the cluster size 
(number of pixels in the cluster) also depends on that voltage. 

 

 

 

Fig. 21:  Bias voltage cluster size and particle type dependences (Jan Jakubek, IEAP CTU ) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Fig. 22: Proton and alpha cluster size at low threshold Medipix2 at 8keV. (A. Gutierrez ) 

http://147.32.68.57/ofat/Methods/ChargeSharing/index.htm�
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3.2.2 Charge Sharing Model 
 

The energy deposited in a silicon detector by a heavy charged particle, such as an alpha-
particle, creates big amount of electron-hole pairs. Under the influence of an electric field, 
the carriers drift towards the corresponding electrode. Due to diffusion, the charge carriers 
are spread out. Lateral spreading depends on the collection time so it is expected to be 
smaller for larger fields. In the case of pixellated detecting structure, this lateral spread will 
cause a sharing of the charge between the electrodes and many pixels will have a signal. 
This way charge carriers generate a cluster of adjacent pixels. Alpha particle also creates 
distortions of the electric field along the ionizing path, giving rise to the plasma effect and 
the so-called funnelling effect. The results of the charge sharing effect measured in the 
Medipix2 pixel detectors is shown as a function of the alpha particle energy and applied 
bias voltage. A model describing the effects of plasma and diffusion on the charge 
collection and charge sharing is described below. 

 

Cluster radius variation was measured by J. Jakubek at IEAP for 5.4MeV alpha particles:  

from 0 to 6 V: Increase of the cluster size could be explained by the term of diffusion. 

from 6 to 11V: Funneling effect (first decrease in cluster size). 

from 11 to 20V: Lateral diffusion. 

beyond 20V: Second decrease in cluster size. The increase of the longitudinal electric 
field increases the velocity of the charge carriers and the lateral spread decreases. 

Model was developed, which describes the variation of the cluster radius for a bias voltage 
beyond the full depletion. Plasma effect need to be considered, while it is giving a large  
amount of charge created in the column during the passage of a heavy particle. 

 

3.2.3 Cluster track pattern finding algorithm 
 

The track finding code is based on two algorithms: a geometrical method and a Kalman 
filter. The geometrical method finds track seeds on which the Kalman filter bases its initial 
track estimates. The same particle can generate clusters of different type (or with different 
parameters) at different settings of threshold and bias. Examples for individual categories 
were considered for fairly low threshold setting. For example, if the threshold is increased, 
the alpha particle cluster gets smaller as the charge collected in neighboring pixels does not 
exceed the discrimination threshold. 

 

Geometrical features which are extracted for each cluster includes convex hull, area, 
volume, number of inner/border pixels, border length, maximum number of pixels on 
straight line, maximum distance in clusters, etc. These features are used for the 
computation of parameters that defines a parametric space for classification. 
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If the track corresponding to one particle is discontinuous, the algorithm can (optionally) 
try to join such clusters together. It is done by convolving the image formed by ‘‘non-
heavy’’ clusters (which are probable to be intermittent) with two-dimensional Gaussian 
kernel and joins them if the ‘‘path’’ above the selected threshold exists between them. In 
such a way, the clusters are joined in the direction of existing tracks. All this has been 
prepared and demonstrated in previous study [15]. This option allowed additional studies 
of intermittent tracks from BEXUS-7 campaign, where Medipix-2 operated at low voltage. 

Curly tracks arising from electrons wandering several millimeters in silicon dominate. Small 
blob and dot clusters can be caused by bremsstrahlung radiation, low energy electrons or 
electrons which early leave the sensitive volume. 

Significant improvement in recognition of interaction pattern can be done by using a 
Timepix device which is able to measure the energy left in individual pixels. This additional 
information can be exploited for finer classification as was done in follow-up campaign. 

3.2.4 Standard cluster types definitions 
 
The analysis of individual clusters/ tracks allows the determination of the components of 
an unknown radiation field. In such a way, tracks of particles in solid-state silicon are 
visualized online in a similar way as in nuclear emulsions, cloud chambers or bubble 
chambers. Predefined categories are based on the geometrical features describing the 
clusters. Following cluster classes were defined [15]: 

TYPE 1: dot (X-ray, photons <20 keV), 

TYPE 2: small blob (electrons, photons ~50 keV), 

TYPE 3: curly track (e.g., electrons, electrons produced by photons >50 keV), 

TYPE 4: heavy blob (e.g., alpha particles, heavy ions, slow neutrons), 

TYPE 5: heavy track (e.g., protons >1MeV, neutrons >1 MeV), 

TYPE 6: straight thin track (MIP - minimum ionizing particles – protons?). 

 

In Atmospheric cosmic ray physics simulations and experiments, usually there are standard 
defined shower components, so-called: ELECTROMAGNETIC, HADRONIC and MUON 
components (of atmospheric AIRSHOWERS!) 

Therefore we try to fit the cluster type representations to compare with these observables.     

 

3.3 STS-6 Geiger telescope for ionizing radiation measurement 
 

Ionization sonde of STS-6 type measures global and vertical fluxes of charged particles with 
a single gas-discharge counter (electrons with energy E > 0.2 MeV, protons with E > 5 MeV) 
and with a counter telescope (electrons with energy E > 5 MeV, protons with E > 30 Mev) 
respective. The weight of a radiosonde is about 600 grams. More details in [51] and 5.2.1 
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4 CALIBRATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS OF ARTIFICIAL EMITTORS 
 

4.1 Technical requirements of measurements  
 

We are taking benefit of (sometimes unwanted) effect of charge diffusion and funnelling in 
silicon pixellated sensor. The amount and speed of diffusion of deposited charge depends 
on the particle type, its energy and interaction depth in the silicon sensor, but as well on 
the settings of the bias voltage of the detector. Charge sharing between neighboring pixels 
can tell us a lot about particle which deposited it. We can therefore talk about digital active 
nuclear emulsions, enabling reconstruction of unknown components of mixed radiation 
field as is the ultimate challenge in many applications, including CR airshower physics. 

Distribution should follow Poisson statistics. Assuming this, we can estimate errors even at 
the low event rate. We try to optimize mixed field radiation decomposition and find 
optimal representation of it in cluster pattern parametric space. 

Development of automated procedure for every chip is envisaged and underway. Then, 
following calibration steps with known artificial emitters, optimal recognition of unknown 
radiation field components would be undertaken. It should variate BIAS volatge (and 
possibly Threshold) and check the changing cluster patterns.  

 

Our experiment is accommodated on BEXUS, which is relatively short-duration balloon 
flight of just few hours. The measurements of Cosmic ray fluxes and CRII rate are therefore 
ongoing for relatively short time so naturally we try to record as high as possible statistics.  

The live time of the detector depends on the frequency of read-out, while the detector is 
not recording data when is read out. Single read out time is fixed, depending mostly on 
transfer rate of USB1.1, where always full 256x256 pixel matrix has to be transferred on 
hardware level (65k Integer values – with NO COMPRESSION) performance also depending 
on other system configurations and visualisation settings. Therefore test was undertaken 
to see the detector live times for different shutters. 

REAL times were measured for total 1 minute LIVE TIME acquisition for multiple cases:  

 600x 0.1s : TPX 181.6s, MPX 187.6s  DEAD time: TPX 67%, MPX 70%) 
 120x 0.5s : TPX 84.3s, MPX 85.5s  DEAD time: TPX 29%, MPX 30% 
 60x 1s : TPX 72.6s, MPX 73.2s  DEAD time: TPX 17,5%, MPX 18% 
 60x 1s : TPX 85.7s, MPX 78.8s  DEAD time: TPX 30%, MPX 24x% !TPXwPREVIEW! 
 12x 5s:    TPX 62.9s, MPX 62.7s DEAD time: TPX 5%, MPX 4.5%  (separately 4.5%) 
 

From data analysis with real time stamping we can see that in the flight setup used 
(Medipix-2 USB interface 1.1. on industrial PC with 5s shutter times) introduced mean 
350ms read-out delay in acquisitions, corresponding to overall detector 90% live time. 
Therefore we measured with below 10% dead time. 
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These results can be misleading in the way that the very long integral acquisition would be 
suggestible to get live times near 100%. But in our case there is oppositely going demand to 
make the frames with acquisitions short enough. That for the reason not to PILE-UP the 
tracks from DIFFERENT events as we use cluster pattern analysis for separate particle 
detection and recognition. The interval for exceeding pile-up of signals depends on the 
radiation environment intensities and compositions, so can be defined just empirically and 
approximately. The extensive study has been done and the optimal acquisition times for 
specific radiation environments could be inferred as demonstrated in following examples. 

 

overall 60s All tracks type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 acq.time 
10xSHORTER 174019 75722 17594 7408 70485 2735 75 0.01s 
1XNORMAL 127103 53486 12938 5822 43099 11700 58 0.1s 
1XNORMAL 127081 53157 13283 6063 42852 11667 59 0.1s 
10xLONGER 12175 7108 1383 1221 978 1483 2 1s 

Table 2: Mixed radiation field – effect of varying acquisition length time, keeping overall length 60s 

Results are therefore VERY MUCH DEPENDENT on actual acquisition time in actual setup! 

 
There can also be problem with real readout times because of experimental hardware and 
softwart. Self-consistency can be therefore kept JUST for the same acq. times – being too 
long in HIGH intensity fields-> Cluster type 5 (protons) accumulates from the separate 
smaller clusters (type 1-4). 
 

4.2 Measurement setup  
 

To recognize particle tracks from mixed radiation fields, we tested the performance of the 
clusteranalysis by putting together different artificial radiation emitters. The resulting 
mixed field should be linearly independent, composed of the distinctive signatures of 
different radiation sources being used. The reality is though far from ideal case, so 
optimizing the parametric space of defined cluster types for different setups is the goal. 

 

This was first attempt for more extensive study, basing mostly on tests done by T. Holy [15] 
when developing the pattern recognition. Therefore in this step the focus was put on the 
possible trend and relation recognitions on principle validation rather than on very precise 
statistical results. Even through that, some effort was undertaken to find out the error 
propagation in parameters under interest depending on the accumulated dataset. 

Artificial radiation emitters were used as sources of single-component radiation type. That 
except Am241, which (nudat22,BNL) gives alpha particles along most important emissions 
in X-ray spectral range 14keV and 60 keV. are then the most relevant interactions of 
photons in silicon will be Compton and photoelectric effect. The scattered electrons in 
silicon will deposit all their energy in the medium and depending mainly on the direction of 
incidence it is very likely to happen in a single pixel. If this is the case (Alpha ½ attenuated  
in~40cm of air), we can consider that all single hits in the MediPix will correspond to X-rays. 
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Radiation calibration sources used: 
241Am      (Alpha spread spectrum) 12.7.04 of activity 8.779kBq  
60Co      (Beta->X-rays 316keV, 1189keV by Compton scatter) 20.6.07 of activity 12.65kBq 
90Sr90Y       (Beta) 1.7.92 of activity 55,76kBq 

XRF241Am (X-ray 59,5keV & Alpha) of activity 541MBq!   

XRF55Fe    (X-ray 5.89keV)  

The toy models were validated on 600 acquisitions of short 0.1s duration (here the dead 
time was no problem because of no restrictions on real acquisition lengths) to ensure the 
uniqueness of tracks, concerning its origin from single particle-event. Below are 
demonstrated the output errors coming out from same dataset - just of cropped durations. 

#ACQUISITIONS cluster 
SUM type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 #ACQUISITIONS 

600-USED 44147 9806 3738 3287 25349 1967 0 600-USED 
mean 73,58 16,34 6,23 5,48 42,25 3,28 0 mean 

error % 2,74 4,86 11,51 11,51 0,43 -5,39 N/A error % 
1000 73219 16165 6066 5367 42341 3280 0 1000 
mean 73,22 16,17 6,07 5,37 42,34 3,28 0 mean 

error % 2,23 3,71 8,57 9,24 0,65 -5,34 N/A error % 
2000 144426 31733 11575 10289 84118 6711 0 2000 
mean 72,21 15,87 5,79 5,14 42,06 3,36 0 mean 

error % 0,83 1,80 3,59 4,72 -0,02 -3,16 N/A error % 
3000 215676 47039 17099 15027 126368 10140 3 3000 
mean 71,89 15,68 5,70 5,01 42,12 3,38 0,001 mean 

error % 0,38 0,60 2,02 1,96 0,13 -2,46 -22,5 error % 
4000 287070 62461 22571 19878 168434 13721 5 4000 
mean 71,77 15,62 5,64 4,97 42,11 3,43 0,00125 mean 

error % 0,21 0,19 1,00 1,15 0,10 -1,01 -3,1 error % 
5000 358425 77908 28082 24632 210638 17158 7 5000 
mean 71,69 15,58 5,62 4,93 42,13 3,43 0,0014 mean 

error % 0,09 -0,03 0,53 0,28 0,14 -0,97 8,5 error % 
6000 429961 93478 33582 29453 252719 20722 7 6000 
mean 71,66 15,58 5,60 4,91 42,12 3,45 0,0012 mean 

error % 0,06 -0,04 0,18 -0,08 0,13 -0,33 -9,6 error % 
7000 501367 109073 39095 34348 294555 24289 7 7000 
mean 71,62 15,58 5,59 4,91 42,08 3,47 0,001 mean 

error % 0,01 -0,03 -0,04 -0,12 0,03 0,14 -22,5 error % 
8000 572740 124573 44716 39329 336401 27712 9 8000 
mean 71,59 15,57 5,59 4,92 42,05 3,46 0,001125 mean 

error % -0,04 -0,09 0,04 0,07 -0,04 -0,03 -12,8 error % 
8526 610626 132888 47635 41887 358661 29544 11 8526 

meanFIN 71,62 15,59 5,59 4,91 42,07 3,47 0,00129 meanFIN 
#ACQUISITIONS SUM type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6  

Table 3 – Error propagation depending on length of measurement at specific conditions 
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Here we should state that the 600x 0,1s acquisitions were found suitable enough for toy 
model checking. This test was done with Americium (241Am) which is alpha-particle source, 
which is producing “heavy blob” clusters in our detectors (type 4), as will be demonstrated 
later. At this point we should show that this SIGNAL is coming out of NOISE very well (see 
4th row of Table 1) at even short total acquisition durations – its error was always well 
below 1% even at different datasets under such test. The only problematic factor with low 
statistics is that low-probability background events – as i.e. muons or protons from cosmic 
rays at shielded box – vary a lot and even electromagnetic events can fluctuate about 10% 
at 60s durations used. Therefore we take into account just systematic effects of higher 
occurrence in following analyses. MIP effects (cluster type 6) should be discarded for 
analyses using the set of ionizing radiation artificial sources specified. 

 

For proper measurement, precise geometrical settings of specific components (isotopes) 
must be maintained, much higher statistics must be measured as well. 

This was done for demonstration that during bexus campaigns, we should focus on 
STATISTICS, with lesser number of different setups (i.e. table 4), to get proper results. 

 

Distance 100mm 75mm 50mm 40mm 30mm 25mm 20mm 15mm 10mm SUMall meanALL9 

Intensity 

Normaliz. 1 1,78 4 6,25 11,11 16 25 44,44 100 209,58 23,29 

Table 4: Distance reconfigurations intensity normalization factors  

 

Final validation will be done by method here described, but in VACUUM and with much 
higher statistics (>1000s should be maintained, also from T. Holy considerations [15]) 

 

 
Fig. 23: standard clusteranalysis setup: v.2 with Pixelman 1.10  
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Fig. 24: Measurement setup, the artificial emitters on movable desk in closest distance. 

 
Fig. 25:  Configuration of artificial radioactive emitters for testing mixed field reconstr. 
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4.2.1 Mixed radiation field cluster analysis methodology 
 

The methodology for testing optimal definition of cluster parameters respective to the 
radiation components of specific interest was developed in Matlab based on least squares. 
It was first tested using the radiation sources of known emission characteristics and 
compared with yields in their combination, with component estimation by clusteranalysis 
performance stressed. 

The goal was to find optimal clusteranalysis setup for specific expected radiation fields. The 
recognition of mixed radiation field components can then work automately.  

Matlab script allows us to set up any combination of components of mixed field to be 
tested. Here we demonstrate results of specific combinations, which gave overall 
checkcounts reasonably close to that expected from linear superposition. 

 

As INPUTS were Clusteranalysis outputs at custom set configurations (4 BIAS & 9 distances) 

Matrix of 10,15,20,25,30,40,50,75,100mm X 0V (3.2) 20V (3.2) 41.7V (6.4) 60V (23.5) 

 

That all compose 36 different configurations for testing different setups of EVERY radiation 
emitter and most of their combinations. Also attenuations and spectral changes in PE and 
ALU were tested. Case study (Table 5) 

 

 clusters type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 
AmAlphas-20V 8024 1070 67 208 6522 157 0 

AmAlphas-41.7V 8877 1439 351 391 6625 71 0 
AmAlphas-60V 9182 1869 292 317 6623 81 0 

        
SrYBetas-20V 63304 4004 9005 49682 133 365 115 

SrYBetas-41.7V 63430 5701 11693 45845 18 70 103 
SrYBetas-60V 62007 6528 11514 43822 16 38 89 

        
MIXEDa&b-20V 54822 4309 5344 37391 6689 965 124 

checkount 71328 5074 9072 49890 6655 522 115 
error% 30,11 17,75 69,76 33,43 -0,51 -45,91 -7,26 

MIXEDa&b-42V 55483 5639 6572 35877 6611 681 103 
checkount 72307 7140 12044 46236 6643 141 103 

error% 30,32 26,62 83,26 28,87 0,48 -79,30 0,00 
MIXEDa&b-60V 55583 6344 6665 35134 6755 584 101 

checkount 71189 8397 11806 44139 6639 119 89 
error% 28,08 32,36 77,13 25,63 -1,72 -79,62 -11,88 

 clusters type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 
Table 5: Case study of dependences of different setups and their linear superpositions 
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Usage of LINEAR LEAST SQUARES METHOD is straightforward in such case of finding best 
relations of components in data with such a trend. If non-diagonal parametric spaces and 
radiation emitter configurations used, (I have just three sources and 6 cluster type 
representations) matrix element decomposition is necessary (optimal Matlab SVD function) 

 

Case study of measurements of components separate Alpha [A] and Beta [B] and then of 
mixed field [M] composed of the same Alpha and Beta sources together, with real BIAS 
voltage of about 3V in 4cm distance. A,B,M are the respective cluster count representative 
matrices. a, b are the representative component vectors for ideal linear composition setup. 

 

A=[810,759,44,7,0,0,0] 

B=[38943,2427,5961,30182,76,222,75] 

M=[39753,3186,6005,30189,76,222,75] 

a=transpose([1,0]) 

b=transpose([0,1]) 

X=a*A+b*B 

Y=transpose(inv(X*transpose(X)))*X*transpose(M) 

Z=lsqlin(transpose(X),M)   %%(MATLAB respective function LSQLIN) 

Y=Z (equivalent principle, different method functions) 

 1.0384 comp.A , 0.9130 comp. B, giving good normalized reconstruction (norm 2) 

 

 

4.2.2 Box design test – experimental material attenuation study 
 

Attenuation studies were performed with X-ray flurescent 241Am, emitting 59,5keV photons 
AND also alpha particles, which get attenuated in few cm of air and completely in both 
tested materials (Aluminium 1mm and Polyethylene 1mm) 

  
SUM tracks type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 #acquis. 

XRFAmGammas all 
 

9032923 6420663 1994662 611891 5239 459 9 21600 

XRFAmG-ALUshield 
 

8617993 6104284 1943205 570461 14 17 12 21600 

XRFAmG-PEshield 
 

2713940 1947817 631976 134134 9 4 0 12000 

NORM!XRFAmG-PE 
 

4885092 3506070,6 1137557 241441,2 16,2 7,2 0 1.8*fact 
 

Table 6: Specific data of all configurations in Attachment 3, trends of it mentioned below. 
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Detailed  tables with most important results can be found in the Attachment 3. 

 

ALU was 1mm layered, without important attenuation, but PE of 1mm attenuates strongly! 

General trends and explanations, with just major results mentioned:  

 BOTH PE&ALU: types 4&5&6 completely attenuated (no ALPHAS, PROTONS, MIPs) 

 Effects of intensity pileups during 0.1s acquisitions and fluct. are at maximum 10%.  

 

Raising VOLTAGE: overall slightly higher cluster counts (higher detected intensity, lower 
recombination loss in Si)more clusters of type 1, less clusters of types 2(transition to 
type 1)&3&4 (smaller diffusion=smaller tracks) 

NO BIAS (~2V real): considerably lower (20-70%) overall counts (biggest effect for x-rays, 
negligible difference on type 5&6) 

Raising DISTANCE: dropping  percentage of attenuation (particles of threshold energy to be 
attenuated were already in the higher air mass in front of the material itself) 
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5 STRATOSPHERIC BALLOON EXPERIMENTS  

5.1 TimePiX@Space on BEXUS-7 (original experiment) overview 
 

This section describes the performance and reliability of MEDIPIX detector during 
stratospheric balloon flights. The detecting device is based on hybrid pixel detector of 
Medipix2-type [8] developed at CERN with USB interface [6] developed at Institute of 
Experimental and Applied Physics of Czech Technical University in Prague (IEAP CTU in 
Prague).  
 
The actual flight campaign took place on 8th Oct 2008 from Swedish Space Corporation 
(SSC) commercial spaceport ESRANGE nearby Kiruna in Sweden. The flight opportunity on 
BEXUS-7 (Balloon EXperiment for University Students) stratospheric balloon project was 
provided by Education dept. of European Space Agency (ESA) and Eurolaunch 
(Collaboration of SSC and DLR, German Space Agency). 
 
Whole concept served as original testbed for feasibility study of extended stratospheric 
flight demonstration of Medipix detectors in near-space environment. Control hardware 
was custom designed, based on PC/104 platform. The robustness of the design allowed it 
to operate flawlessly as was expected from the previous extensive vacuum testing. 
 
The scientific motivation was to check height-dependent profiles of ionizing radiation. 
BEXUS is quite ideal platform for such in-situ measurements. Not only because of the high 
altitudes reached, but also due to its slow ascent velocity for statistically relevant sampling 
of the ambient environment.     

5.1.1 Conceptual overview 
 

The Medipix2.1 #48 particle detector with USB interface ver.1.1 (MEDIPIX) is controlled 
by a single-board embedded PC/104 ETM-LX800 (industrial PC) (Fig. 26). Embedded PC has 
a solid state CompactFlash type2 main hard drive (CF2) and additional USB flash disk as on-
board backup storage. The computer has an Ethernet connection via radiolink of the BEXUS 
balloon platform (E-link) to the ground station (PC). This (>2Mbps) wireless connection 
allows full on-line data monitoring and control. The experiment is powered from primary 
battery cells. Complete experiment requires only single 5V source that is provided by 
custom built switching power supply. Experiment included also additional attitude 
determining hardware (camera with polarizer) as will be discussed later in data analysis 
section. Total experiment power consumption is very low, approximately 10W. 

Detector control and acquisitions (suitable for further cluster analyses using particle track 
pattern recognition [15]) were handled by used Pixelman SW control package [11, 26]. 
Being designed for Windows platform that directed (and restricted) the platform to be 
used by experiment as well (XPSP2) to ensure compatibility. Everything was therefore 
available to control and monitor remotely using remote desktop service. Experiment 
transmission demands were well below the available bandwith during the flight. 
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5.1.2 Experiment project overview 
 
Detection: ionizing radiation by TimePiX detector 
Control: Industrial PC/104 (aValue ETM-LX800) 
Readout: Custom electronics & dedicated software 
Operation: Fully autonomous /& GS remote terminal 
Data storage: two solid-state memories (redundant) 

                    

Fig.26: Timepix@Space overview 

Subsystem summary tables 
 
Industrial embedded PC - Allowing to run advanced control and data acquisition software 
Max. consumption 8W at 5V(500Mhz)  (CPU 0,9W,  possible SW voltage and freq. control)  
Dimensions: 114x96x30mm 
Operating temperature: 0 °C - +65 °C  
CFII drive for OS and experiment data storage 
Additional SDHC USB flashdrive for redundant data storage 
 
Medipix-type detector and its ASIC readout 
Overall consumption 350mA at 5V (direct USB powered) 
Detector chipboard 40x70mm 
USB ASIC 50x80x20 mm 
PCB and soldering comply with CERN standards 
 

Detailed description of all of these subsystems follow and are depicted in Attachment 1.  

 

 

For control of particle detector and recording its data output single-board embedded 
industrial PC104 aValue ETM-LX800 [26] is used. Compact Flash solid-state disk acts as 
primary hard drive controlled through EIDE interface. USB 2.0 serves most importantly, 
thanks its host/master capabilities, for controlling the Medipix detector through its USB 
readout interface.  Standard Ethernet connection enables to connect whole experiment 
control through E-Link to ground terminal, downlinking data and monitoring experiment. 
The system can operate in completely autonomous mode, being fully immune to any kind 
of temporary radiolink failures. Robustness of our design, ensuring the safe recovery of the 
data includes both dual-data storage to system primary drive on primary HDD Compact 
Flash as well as to external USB Flash drive. PC’s 8W power consumption [26] permits 
normally passive cooling within a very broad temperature range. For flawless operation we 
have designed the heat exchange flow within most critical components – from temperate 
CPU and chipset to coldness bad tolerating batteries. All electronic components were 
tested and proven operating well below its designed range, where it was applicable.  
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5.1.3 Settings applied 
 

Data monitoring with its real-time downlink was of great benefit for control of the settings.  
EBASS flight data packet was used to conform (GPS position and flight trajectory - altitude)  

 

Timepix@Space FLIGHT Medipix-2: (700 µm Si, USB0048, v.2.1) with FIXED settings used:  

Polarity:1, CST:0, Acq mode:1, HW timer:2, DelayN:0, Disc:0, Preamp:128, SetDisc:240, 

THS: 110, IKrum:210, ABuffer:255, THH:0, THL:174, FBK:255, GND:128, BiasLVDS:128, 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CRIndIons FLIGHT-Medipix-2: (chip#53, 700 µm Si, USB0040, v.2.1 ) 

 Should be operating at same THL 174 WELL if possible 

 MASKED 4 single pixel rowsnecessary                   

 Usage of 100V precious calibration done at 9.9.09 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CRIndIons FLIGHT-Timepix (Chip# G9-U1S, USB:G09-W0015)  

 equalization: 1,127,255,127,127,0,THL455,7,130,128,GND80,THS74,128,128 

 Setting THL 440 prefferable      

 Usage of 100V-precious calibr. done at 9.9.09  

(mean equal-449.68,st.dev. 0.73): 

With TH528, noisy pixel suppression of   

5sigma  masked 4097 pixels,  3sigma- masked 4122 pixels  

2sigma  masked-4641 pixels,  1sigma  masked 4641 pixels 

This flight Timepix detector will be studied also for performance after 
strong radiation damage – it was subjected to strong proton beam with high fluxes of 
1012/s (µA!). Although that, it performs well for our application, compared to TPX-TESTing.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TESTing-Timepix (Chip#D03-W0015) 

Equaliz.:THL 384 (sigma 1.7) USED 360 (THS 72) 

Mask pixels further means 3sigma => pixels with noise till 3sigma are ok, 
with higher noise are being MASKED) 

(1sigma->7400 pixels masked, 5sigma 4000 pixels masked) 

Setting norm thresh.EQ: ACQ.count:1, Time 0.1, Spacing 4 (Now I tried 
with 5, 0.1, 1) – Step 1, TH count 1 (optimz.ths now YES) 

Optimally Timepix with THS 440 (still at 10sigma are 4078 masked pixels) 
We do not want ANY noisy pixels in our config for cluster analysis. 
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5.1.4 Mechanical design 
 

The experiment is composed of two main boxes (Fig.27), which were mounted together 
for the flight campaign (Fig.28). To provide the experiment with outer thermally insulating 
and protective structure, Styrofoam insulation blocks with 3M tape are used, fixing it with 
metal brackets to gondola. 

 

The first, aluminum box (Fig. 27: left), contains industrial PC, all electronics and batteries, 
mounted on an inner swappable rack structure. It enables versatile placement and easy 
modifications with quick access to all system components. One side served as the 
attachment point for thermally modified industrial PC and also high-power diode and 
transistors, all mounted on additional heat sinks to maintain thermal balance. The other 
side carries boards with CF2 main system drive unit, custom built power supply PCB and 
also extension interface USB board with 2 additional USB2.0 ports. These internal USBs are 
the primary robust interfaces, serving for the essential connection of MEDIPIX detector and 
redundant SD memory.  

    

Front panel provides access to important interfaces for operating experiment directly as 
a PC station (Fig. 27), without need to do that remotely through E-link, as was the case of 
the actual flight campaign. Located there are 2 USB2.0 ports, Video-out, Ethernet and also 
arm plug with status LED. Experiment can run from the external power source (15~30VDC) 
using alternative (provided) arm plug, or from internal battery pack. Battery pack was 
mounted on the main box nearby computer heat sink, to maintain proper thermal 
operating conditions during the flight campaign.  

 
Fig. 27 – Rack with electronics (left), MEDIPIX box (right) 
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Inside the second small plastic box (Fig. 27: right) is MEDIPIX detector. The MEDIPIX 
detector is placed there vertically relative to ground and is looking outside the balloon 
gondola with unobstructed field of view approx. 1π sr. MEDIPIX detector unit was placed 
into non-metallic box to stress also the actual low energetic environmental effects not 
hidden by conductive case. That also because of the main design goal was to keep as low as 
possible attenuation and scattering caused by any material surrounding the detector.  

 

Slabs of exact dimensions according to our inner support structure design had to be cut, 
mounted on and fixed thoroughly to ensure reliable protective casing. 

 

Aluminium casing which is used for the controlling hardware. The main detector unit was 
placed into non-metallic PE box. That is to ensure the detector has unobstructed view for 
proper particle tracking (which is distorted by any conducting materials nearby the active 
surface). Therefore guidance to the design was given to keep as low as possible 
attenuation/scattering caused by material surrounding the detector. 

The experiment structure is not pressurized, unlike as originally designed and proposed. 
The reason for that comes from the fact that all the electronics subcomponents and 
complete experiment was thoroughly tested for all the environmental conditions 
applicable, proving compatibility to work in stratospheric environment. Maintaining right 
thermal conditions, so essential for all electronics, is managed by proper thermal balance 
and exchange, using mainly large heat capacitors.  

 
Fig. 28 – Insulated final outer structure on balloon gondola  

(looking downward, experiment sitting on horizontal plane) 
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Fig. 29: Experimental box, top view           Fig. 30: 3U Industrial rack used for electronics 

 

Electronic components are mounted on an inner rack support structure (Fig.30). One side 
serve as the attachment point for industrial PC and high-power diode and transistors, all 
mounted on additional heatsinks. The other side carries board with system drive unit - CF 
memory, custom power supply PCB and also extension interface USB board with 2 USB2.0 
ports. These internal USBs are the main robust interface, serving for connection of TimePiX 
detector and redundant SD memory. Battery pack is mounted inside the main box nearby 
computer heatsink, to maintain proper thermal operating conditions. Front panel (Fig.27) 
provides access to important interfaces for operating experiment directly as PC station, not 
remotely through E-link as is the case of the actual flight campaign. Two USB2.0 ports, 
Video-out and, most importantly also arm plug with status LED included. 

Fig. 31: Industrial PC mechanical drawing 
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5.1.5 Subcomponent testing 
 

The reason, why the thermal model was withdrawn is that we decided to try and follow 
different approach, which has proven successful. The robust design comes from 
distributing the heat created between critical components and ensuring its vacuum 
tolerance by testing it all. The crucial step maintaining stability is in massive aluminum heat 
radiators, working perfectly also as huge heat reservoir. 
 
Therefore we focused on extensive testing, using freezer and vacuum chamber.  

The Timepix detector itself, accompanied by the readout device worked well in harsh 
equivalent to the stratospheric environment. There have been done many test of the 
Medipix detectors, for expanding their range of applicability in vacuum and low 
temperatures [4]. Considering this device, we have done extensive calibrations of Timepix 
detector to get ground-level data in geomagnetic high-latitude environment of Kiruna as 
well as the complete gain-level calibration for proper data evaluation and analysis. 
 
We tested separately all subsystems in 
vacuum conditions (Fig. 32) lower than 
expected (5Pa) and the whole system also 
for over 3 hours (Fig. 33). Important 
subsystems like Medipix and comp. HW 
were tested in vacuum chamber with 
cryogenics exchanger. The whole 
experiment was running and taking data in 
freezer -35C environment for over 6 hours 
on batteries (Fig.34). For the flight campaign 
we had quality primary batteries with high 
capacity offset for safe performance.  

Figure 32: Testing detector in vacuum 

Figure 33: Vacuum testing of all components    Figure 34: Complete freezer test  
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5.1.6 Testing of Electronics - Vacuum operation 
 

The experiment is not pressurized. That design was possible after testing all the electronic 
subcomponents for the environmental conditions applicable, checking and proving its 
ability to work in harsh stratospheric environment. Therefore all critical electronics 
(industrial PC) (Fig. 35, 36) was termo-balanced by connecting it to big aluminum passive 
heat capacitors by thermopaste for proper heat transport and distribution. All subsystems 
were tested in applicable vacuum conditions (5Pa) for over 3 hours and at -35°C for over 6h 
running from batteries. All these tests were successful and the experimental design was 
proven stable. The PC is glued in the thermal conductive silicone elastomer SYLGARD 160. 
Additional aluminum blocks and coolers are added to guarantee the proper heat exchange. 

    

  

Figures 35, 36 – Top resp. bottom picture of the Industrial PC after vacuum improvement  
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Figure 37 – Temperature of system components during TimePiX@Space flight 



 
 

5.2 CRIndIons on BEXUS-9 (follow-up experiment) overview 
 

The main goal of new project is to potentially contribute to in-situ CRII measurements, 
trying to find good relation of Ionization rate measurement by matrix of detector pixel 
HITs. That depending on particle TYPE (reasonably good cross-sections also for muons and 
FAST NEUTRONS - special converters on part of detectors) and its ENERGY - detectable 
range from about 5keV to 100MeV (with upper limit from matrix track reconstruction)  

 
Experiment configuration consisted of control hardware for 1 Medipix-2 and 1 Timepix 
detector and 1 ionization ST-6 Geiger telescope tube. Humidity sensor was not included in 
the final design flown on BEXUS-9. 

 
Fig.38: CRIndIons experiment scheme overview 

 

For control of particle detector and recording its data output single-board embedded 
industrial PC104 aValue ETM-LX800 [26] is used. Compact Flash solid-state disk acts as 
primary memory controlled through EIDE interface. USB 2.0 serves most importantly, 
thanks its host/master capabilities, for controlling the Medipix detector through its USB 
readout interface.  Standard Ethernet connection enables to connect whole experiment 
control through E-Link to ground terminal, data downlink and the experiment monitoring. 
The system can operate in completely autonomous mode, being fully immune to any kind 
of temporary radio link failures. Robustness of our design, ensuring the safe recovery of 
the data includes both dual-data storage to system primary drive on primary HDD 
Compact Flash as well as to external USB Flash drive. PC’s 8W power consumption [26] 
permits normally passive cooling within a very broad temperature range. For safe 
operation we have designed the heat exchange flow within most critical components – 
from temperate CPU and chipset to cold-sensitive batteries. All electronic components 
were or are planned to be tested and proven operating well below its designed range, 
whereas applicable.  
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5.2.1 Ionisation Tube probe - EMC and safety 
 

Detector (Fig. 39) consists of 2 Geiger counters (1.9 cm in diameter and 9.8 cm in length; 
0.05 g.cm-2 steel walls) separated by aluminium.  The STS-6 counters has to have the high-
voltage of 380-390 V. This stabilized voltage is provided by the radiosonde board circuit. 
In this case you we compare our data with the LPI RAS measurements after introducing 
the correction coefficients. The single counter records all charged particles (galactic 
cosmic rays and solar cosmic rays (if there are)) and radioactivity (if present).  

The telescope records only galactic cosmic rays because of the high energy threshold. 

 

Those are in a separate module flown in stratosphere already for many thousand times 
with no reported safety issues.  It has its own battery source and control electronics 
activated by an arm plug. The original board incorporated HF radio transmitter and 
altimeter, which are disabled in our design. The interface of this separate device is low-
volt output logic to our electronics. The tubes are RF-shielded by design (grounded steel 
tubes surrounding HV wire) and by outer conducting box structure.  

Current going through the human body higher than 10 mA DC is considered dangerous. 
The maximal theoretical current produced by board could be 25mA. So precautions 
should be made, when opening this separated box. A sign on the module indicates the HV 
(400V) inside. 

 
Fig. 39 – A standard radiosonde for measurements of charged particle flux in the 
atmosphere: 1 – a foamed plastic box; 2 – detectors of charged particles (gas-discharged 
counters); 3 –an aluminum plate of 7 mm thickness; 4 – electronic scheme with high 
voltage power and radiotransmitter; 5 – atmospheric pressure sensor; 6 – batteries 
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5.2.2 Mechanical design 
 

The frame is made of aluminum L-shaped profiles. The cover is made of coprexite 
(copper-covered fiberglass) plates insulated on the inside. In the base plate of the box 
there are freestanding electronics components (mounted on stand-offs) and the 
styrofoam radiosonde casing (see fig. 39) which contains the high voltage module. This is 
redesign, no rod with HV sonde is protruding out of box and gondola. The upper vertical 
rod is holding two Medipix-type detectors perpendicular to each other.   

The experiment preliminary model and its placement in gondola is shown in figure 40.  

 
Fig. 40 – New experiment housing without insulation    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 41 – Structural model and proposed experiment placement in E-GON gondola  
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Dimensions of the main structure: 400x300x300 mm, with rail attachment holes 
compatible to 375mm by 10inch spacing. 

The MediPix2 detector units are placed into plastic box mounted on carrying rod and 
fixed by special holder (see Figure 42) It ensures the detector has unobstructed view for 
proper particle tracking (which is distorted by any conducting materials nearby the active 
surface).  

 
Fig. 42 – MediPix2 holder 

 

The main detector unit is placed into plastic casing. This is to ensure the detector has 
unobstructed view for proper particle tracking (which is distorted by thick shielding 
materials nearby the active surface). Therefore attention to the design was given to keep 
as low as possible attenuation / scattering caused by any material surrounding the 
detector. 

 

 

Figure 43: Used Industrial PC board mechanical layout 
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5.2.3 Thermal design 
 

The good thermal conditions of the experiment are achieved by a big thermal capacity of 
the experiment structure.  This thermal capacity can absorb heat and stabilizes the 
temperature fluctuation. All elements producing higher amount of heat are thermally 
connected to this capacitor. Total dissipating power approx. 20 W is enough to heat up 
whole experiment. The inner structure is covered with a styrofoam insulation.   

All elements of the experiment were scanned by a thermal camera. This suggested that 
no components will be overheating in thermal vacuum.  

Figures 44 to 49 show measurement with the therocamera FLUKE TI25 of system 
components. 

  

 
Fig. 44 Measurement with a thermal camera FLUKE TI25. 

 

 

Figure 45 shows the thermal scan of the 5V power supply used on both missions. Thermal 
scan indicates local overheat of a resistor so different, more suitable type is used in the 
new version of the power supply in CRIndIons experiment.     

 

Vacuum chamber tests have verified that no component is overheating.   
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Fig. 45: Thermal scan of the 5V power supply 

 
Fig. 46: Thermal scan of the top side of the industrial PC 
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Fig. 47: Thermal scan of the bottom side of the industrial PC 

 
Fig. 48: Thermal scan of the compact flash memory 
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Fig. 49: Thermoscan of power transistor and diode (5V power supply) on the thermal capacitor 

 

5.2.4 Power 
The main part of experiment is powered from the gondola’s power plug 28V/1A. The high 
voltage equipment has its own battery source. It uses 3 primary batteries placed in serial.  

Overall pack voltage is 10.7 V.  

 

 

FRIWO - Lithium primary battery 

 

Voltage 

[V] 

Capacity 

[Ah] 

Contin. Current 

[mA] 

Temperature Range 

[°C] 

3,6 11@0,2A 200 -40 ÷ +72 

Table 7 – Radiosonde battery parameters 

5.2.5 Power consumption 
 

The controlling electronics with main sensors drains from the provided power plug 28V 
approx. 400mA at 28V and HV separated radiosonde circuit approx. 10mA from 10.7 V 
battery pack.  
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Fig. 50 – FUSE characteristics 

Consumer Source Current  Power Drain 

PC/104 5V PS 800mA 4W 

Medipix2 #1 5V PS 400mA 2W 

Medipix2 #2 5V PS 400mA 2W 

uC unit 5V PS 14mA 70mW 

(Web Camera) 5V PS 100mA 500mW) 

Total 
 

1714mA 8.6W 

Note: The 5V PS drains 400mA from 28V power plug after conversion with power lost 
2.5W 

Radiosonde Total 10.7V 10mA 0.1W 

Table 8 – Power consumption 

 

 

5.2.6 5V Power supply (designed by Jan Scheirich) 
The 5V power supply (5V PS) feeds PC/104, MediPix detectors, web camera and 
microcontroller unit. It is a high input voltage step-down converter with fixed output 
voltage 5V. It’s based on TL497AI integrated circuit. The TL497AI is a fixed-on-time 
variable-frequency switching-voltage-regulator control circuit. The switch-on time is 
programmed by a single external capacitor connected between FREQ CONTROL and GND. 
This capacitor, C9, is charged by an internal constant-current generator to a 
predetermined threshold. This configuration generates the constant on-time. The block 
diagram of the TL497AI is in Figure 51.  
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Figure 51 – Block diagram of TL497AI 

The output voltage is controlled by an external resistor ladder network (R2 and R3  
provide a feedback voltage to the comparator input.  A power BJT transistor Q1 generates 
voltage pulses with RMS value 5V. Theses pulses are smoothed by an output LC filter. 
Output filter capacitor is realized by set of ten 100 uF capacitors placed in parallel to 
avoid of explosion of a big electrolyte capacitor. Diode D1 allows continuous current flow 
thru the coil L1. Linear regulator LM7815 (U2) provides appropriate supply voltage for the 
TL497 integrated circuit. Output is protected by a 4A slow fuse type MST250, which can 
handle 50G. Expected drain current from the power supply is 1.8A, this is operated with a 
safety factor more than 2. Expected surge current (when turned on) isn’t higher than 40A 
longer than 100us. Pre-arcing fuse time at 40A is 20ms, so this is efficient safety factor. 
Used components and wire connection are able to handle time-amper loading without 
risk of fire according to fuse characteristic (Fig.50). Detailed power supply design is shown 
in [14]. 

 
Figure 52 – Voltage Waveforms During Start-up and contiuous Operation  

(Ct is timing capacitor C9 and Vout is output voltage) 

Figure 52 shows voltage waveforms and in Table 9 are power supply parameters. 

Input Output 

Input voltage 

[V] 

30V Max 

12V Min 

Voltage 

[V] 
5 

Max current 

[mA] 
600 

Max. voltage ripple 

[mV] 
100 

Max power input 

[W] 
18 

Max. current 

[A] 
2.5 
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Max power output 

[W] 
12.5 

Operating frequency 

[kHz] 
9.1 

 
Efficiency 

[%] 
70 

Operating temperature 
range 

[°C] 
-40  ÷ +60 

Table 9 – Power supply parameters  

 

 
Figure 53 – Connectors used 

 

 

 
Figure 54 – PCB layout 
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Figure 55 – 5V Power Supply Schematic  

PCB layout and assembly drawing are in Figures 54 and 56.  

Table 10 shows list of used components.  

Figure 53 shows type of used connectors. 
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In Table 11 is shown power loading of components.  

 

 
Figure 56 – PCB assembly drawing 

 

 

Item Quantity Reference Part  
1 10 C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C11,C12,C13,C14,C17 100uF/25V  
2 6 C6,C7,C8,C9,C18,C19 100nF/40V  
3 1 C10 200pF/40V  
4 2 C15,C16 10uF/50V  
5 1 D1 D6015L/600V/15A  
6 1 F1 T4A  
7 1 J2 FLEX CON 
8 1 J3 FLEX CON  
9 1 J4 FLEX CON 

10 1 L1 220uH/4A  
11 1 Q1 BD244C  
12 1 R1 0.1R/2W  
13 1 R2 100R/0.7W  
14 1 R3 3.8k/0.7W  
15 1 R4 250R/10W  
16 1 R5 1.2k/0.7W  
17 1 U1A TL497AI 
18 1 U2 LM7815C  

Table 11 – List of components 
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Reference Part Max. power 
dissipation 

[W] 

Power 
loading 

[W] 

Usage 

[%] 

D1 D6015L 25 0.9 4 

Q1 BD244C 65 5 8 

R4 250R 10 1 10 

R1 0.1R 2 0.04 2 

U2 LM7815 5 0.1 2 

Table 12 – Component power loading 

 

Figure 57 shows the structure of the power supply. The Power components (Q1 and D1) 
are detached to an aluminum cooling base and wired to the PCB. The base is connected 
to a common cooler for the computer and the cooling base. All components are 
electrically insulated and the cooler is grounded also as the aluminum box.  

 

 
Figure 57 – Photo of the Power Supply with heatsink 

 

Two 5V power supplies are used and connected in parallel for higher reliability as 
demonstrated in Figure 58. Each power supply is capable to feed all electronics alone. 
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Figure 58 – Connection of two 5V power supplies 

 

5.2.7 Power consumption 
The experiment drains from provided battery pack only 200 mA at 21V. In the Figure 59 
are battery discharge profiles, which demonstrate negligible decrease of battery capacity 
draining continuously 200mA. That even in non-applicable case, that batteries won’t be 
thermally isolated and well heated by the rest of the experiment, reaching below -30 °C.  

Therefore, we operate our experiment with exceedingly great safety factor, while the 
expected battery lifetime can reach 15 hours. 
 

 
Figure 59 – Battery discharge profiles demonstrating negligible influence for 200mA. 
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5.3 Experiment Control System 

5.3.1 Microcontroller unit on CRIndIons (BEXUS-9) 
 
The microcontroller unit (fig. 60) processes the data output from the Ionization tube.  
 
PIC18F252 was found to be suitable for our application. It is a high Performance RISC 
microcontroller with 16 bit instruction and up to 10 MIPs operation. The maximum clock 
frequency possible is 40MHz and it have other peripheral units like Timer, ADC and other 
I/O ports necessary for the above goals. For our application, operating voltage of 5V at 
40MHz clock frequency is selected.  
 
 

 
Figure 60 – Microcontroller unit (designed by Jan Scheirich) 
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2.2.5  Industrial PC 

Both experiments controlled by an industrial PC ETM-LX800 Series. Specifications follow. 

 

PC Specifications 

System   

• CPU:  Onboard AMD Geode LX800 @ 0.9 W 500 MHz with 128K L2 CPU 

• BIOS:  Award 512 KB Flash BIOS 

• System Chipset:  AMD Geode LX800/CS5536 

• I/O Chip:  Winbond W83627HG-AW 

• System Memory:  One 200-pin SODIMM socket supports up to 1 GB DDR 
266/333/400 SDRAM 

• Watchdog Timer:  Reset: 1 sec.~255 min. and 1 sec. or 1 min./step 

• H/W Status Monitor:  Monitoring CPU temperature, voltage 

• Expansion:  One PCI-104 connector, one PC/104 connector 

I/O   

• MIO : 1 x EIDE (ATA-5), 1 x LPT, 2 x RS-232, 1 x K/B, 1 x Mouse 

• IrDA:  115k bps, IrDA 1.0 compliant 

• USB:  4 x USB 2.0 ports 

Display  

• Chipset:  AMD Geode LX800 with integrated graphics engine 

• Display Memory:  8-254 MB frame buffer using system memory 

• LCD Interface:  Supports 18/24-bit TFT panel 

Ethernet   

• LAN:  Realtek RTL8110S 

• Ethernet Interface:  1000Base-Tx Fast Ethernet compatible 

Mechanical & Environmental   

• Power Requirement:  +5 V 

• Power Type:  AT 

• Size ( L x W ):  3.8" x 4.5" (96 mm x 114 mm) 

• Weight:  0.2 Kg 

 
The following block diagram shows the architecture and main components of ETX-LX800. 
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Figure 61 – PC Architecture 

 

Hardware Configuration 
The following tables list the function of each of the board's jumpers and connectors. 
 

 
Table 13 – Industrial PC interfaces 
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 Figure 62 – Connector and Jumper Layout 

 

 

E-LINK Connector type: MIL-C-26482 series I, according to MIL – STD – 1669 (Fig. 63) 

Type: 10 pin Socket, Size 12 Orientation Normal 
 
Pin Funct. 
A     TX+ 
B     TX- 
C     RX+  
D-E interconnected 
F      RX- 
G-H interconnected 
J     no connection 
K    no connection 

 

Fig. 63 - (E-LINK) MIL-C-26482-MS3112E-12-10S  
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5.4 Software 

 
Fig. 64 -  Software layout scheme 

 

The software operating scheme is demonstrated in Fig. 64.  

The Microcontroller unit communicates DIRECTLY with onboard PC, of which services are all 
remotely controlled from standard PC ground station via E-LINK Remote desktop services. This 
PC runs watchdog software and also HW timer, starting it up in case of power-down. 
Microcontroller is operating even in PC failure, saving basic measurement data onto built-in 
memory. There is watchdog-like procedure running in microcontroller shutting down the HV 
power after specified time of inactivity non-conformance state.  
 
The used detector control software Pixelman runs autonomously, based on specifically written 
SCRIPT whole experiment from on-board PC on Windows XP platform, which will be running 
from the balloon preparation to flight. Pixelman application will be collecting data 
autonomously, more detailed measurement schedule will be decided during calibration tests 
during summer. More details about Pixelman control SW is presented in its user manual [11]. 
 

The 16GB of available onboard system solid state memory is adequate, filling up the available 
memory by recorded data would take many days. Data are safe in case of system power failure.  
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The detector control software used - Pixelman 
- runs autonomously whole experiment from 
on-board PC on Windows XP platform, which 
will be running from the balloon preparation 
to flight, accumulating the data up to fill the 
available memory would take many days. 
Pixelman application will be collecting data 
autonomously, as demonstrated in its 
architecture presented in figure 65. 

 

More details about Pixelman control SW is 
presented in its complete manual [11] 

        Fig. 65 - Pixelman architecture 

  

5.4.1 Data management 
 

Onboard data transactions are illustrated in fig. 64. The main system CF memory is used 
as primary data storage and secondary flash drive as backup storage. The data rate 
between uC and PC through its serial interface is 10 kbps. 

A 28V/1A rating ESRANGE-provided battery power is be used by CRIndIons experiment.  
On the TimePiX@Space was used custom designed battery pack, primary Lithium. 
Previously we were experimenting with rechargeable Lithium batteries, those were found 
dangerous because of the malfunctioning protection circuit. (Resulting in EXPLOSION!) 
 

Experiment uses the Ethernet services of balloon provided gondola E-Link. This will make 
it possible to downlink our data for redundancy and detailed control of our experiment. 

Ethernet connection of our embedded PC/104 system links it to Ground station 
(connected to Medipix control PC using simple remote desktop services for control) 

 

USB-interface for Medipix2/TimePix are 2Mbps nominal full throughput of the USB rev. 
1.1 allows transferring at maximum 50 uncompressed pictures per second. (Size of one 
“bitmap image” is 65 536 bits) We use longer shutter (0.1s), so we use much less than half 
of data rate. 

Duration of the flight was as long as possible (over 3hours) and allowed gathering of 
extensive statistics for mode specified for original flight campaign. For the CRIndIons 
campaign, we expect reasonable high statistics based on all previous data analyses and 
considerations for all operational modes of our device, put into the measurement script. 
That means adjusting the Timepix detectors bias voltage to multiple levels. That can also 
be done manually – remotely controlling our experiment through E-link connection from 
ground station. 
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5.5 Validation and Testing 
 

While using mostly COTS components, our success was based on proper and extensive 
testing. Our thermal vacuum environment robust design comes from distributing the heat 
created between critical components and ensuring its vacuum tolerance by testing it all. 
The crucial step maintaining stability is in massive aluminum heat radiators, working 
perfectly also as huge heat reservoir.  

The Medipix detector itself with the readout device works well in harsh conditions 
equivalent to the stratospheric environment. There have been done many tests of the 
Medipix detectors, for expanding their range of applicability in vacuum and low 
temperatures [4]. Considering this device, we have done extensive calibrations of Medipix 
detector to get ground-level data in geomagnetic high-latitude environment of Kiruna as 
well as the complete gain-level calibration for proper data evaluation and analysis. 
 
We tested separately all subsystems built to date in vacuum conditions lower than 
expected (5Pa) and the running system also for over 3 hours. Important subsystems like 
MedipiX and HV/5V power sources were tested in vacuum chamber with cryogenics 
exchanger. The original experiment was running and taking data in freezer -35C 
environment for over 6 hours on batteries.  

In order to test and verify the functionality of the ionization tubes we examined the  

output with the oscilosope (Fig.67). The artificial radionuclide induced ionizing radiation 
excess was detected with high significance. This is demonstrated on (Fig. 66), where:  

YELLOW is output LOGIC, RED menas PRIMARY single-event IONIZ. Tube and BLUE 
channel a coincidence event on both tubes. 

 

Fig. 66 – The functional demonstration of ionizing tubes: 

LEFT: background radiation RIGHT: artificial radionuclide put on primary tube 
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Fig. 67 – The single event/coincidence detection principle of ionizing tubes: 

LEFT: single event- output logic 700us RIGHT: coincidence event – output logic 1400us. 

 

 

5.6 Time schedule sample of the experiment preparation 

 
Fig. 68 – CRIndIons projectwork schedule sample 
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5.7 Project risk management 
 

 

Electrical Risks:  Scenario 

Cause     –     Events     -    Consequence 

Severity Likelihood Risk Index Retraction 

 5V PS failure Total 
failure 

Low Medium Low Backup 5V PS 

 HV PS failure Lost of 
Ion. tube 

Medium Medium Medium  

Software 
bug 

PC/104 freezes  Lost of 
Medipix 

 Low High Low Reset by uC 

Software 
bug 

uC freezes Lost of 
Ion. tube 

and 
PC/104 

reset 

Low Medium Low Watch dog timer  

E-Link 
failure 

Lost of 
communication 

No 
download 

Low Low Low Autonomous 
operation 

 Spark Detect. 
Circuit Failure 

Lost of 
Ion. tube 

Medium Low Low  

ESD, 
Cosmic 

Rays 

SSD data 
memory failure 

Lost of 
data 

Low Medium Low Backup memory, 
on-line download  

ESD, 
Cosmic 

Rays 

SSD operation 
system 

memory failure 

System 
instability 

High Medium Medium On-line system 
recovery 

 PC/104 failure Lost of 
Medipixes 

High Low Medium  

Table 14 - Electrical Risks 
 

Mechanical Risks: Scenario 
Cause     –     Events     -      Consequence 

Severity Likelihood Risk Index Retraction 

Vibrations, 
shocks 

5V PS power 
cable 

disconnection 

Total 
failure 

High Low Low Safe connectors 

Vibrations, 
shocks 

Other cable 
disconnection 

Lost of part 
of the 

experiment 

Medium Low Low Safe connectors 

Shock Ion. tube 
holder breaks  

Lost of Ion. 
tube 

Medium Low Low Solid holder 

Vibrations, 
shocks 

Medipix/USB 
Interface 
connector 
damage 

Lost of 
Medipix 

Medium Medium Medium Proper mounting 
of both elements  

Table 15 - Mechanical Risks 
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Personal&Environm. Safety Risks 
Cause     –     Events     -      Consequence 

Severity Likelihood Risk Index Retraction 

Damage of 
spark plug 

cover 

Somebody 
touches HV 

part 

Injury by 
HV 

Low Low Low Solid shield, safe 
current & charge, 
safety warnings 

Somebody 
open HV 

PS module 
when it’s 

ON 

Somebody 
touches HV 

part 

Injury by 
HV 

Medium Low Low It’s not easy to 
open it, safety 
warnings, ON 

indicator 

 Battery 
leakage  

Toxic 
pollution  

Medium Low Low Tested batteries 

 EMC 
interferences 

 High Low Medium Shielding, 
independent 

modules, low 
energies 

Table 16 - Personal Safety & Environmental Risks 
 

 
The IEAP Institute has been notified that potential risks during the landing include:   
 
Bumpy landing: Possible mechanical damage of the detector or other subsystems 
 
Water landing: mechanical and electric damage in case hermetic seal is broken. 
 
During all the steps in building the experiments, ESD should be prevented to all sensitive 
electronics present. The experiment structure should maintain robustness, being able to 
withstand expectable forces applied upon it. 

 
 

The experiment can be turned down remotely or after pre-set interval using reliable built-
in WatchDog timer. That is crucial for setting it to power off automatically, as remote 
control might be lost during flight and for sure by landing. So as for the recovery – the 
device can be shut down using Telecommand or pre-set timer.  
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6 RESULTS FROM LAUNCH CAMPAIGNS 
 

Launch campaigns of our both experiments on BEXUS-7 and BEXUS-9 were completed 
successfully, experiment boxes with all systems embedded were placed and properly 
fixed in positions. BEXUS 7 with Medipix-2 looking SIDEWAYS from gondola, on BEXUS-9 
both Medipix-2 and Timepix detectors were mounted on the top of the box facing to the 
TOP of the gondola. Ethernet connection to E-LINK was enabled using cable with MIL-STD-
C connector with proper connection link tested well before launch.  

For the actual launch countdown, there is robust powering-up arm plug, CANON-type, 
starting whole experiment and data taking process and though ensuring reliability. Its 
female part is built into the experiment box and male part is attached to the box on wire, 
not to be lost. After connecting, that design will ensure complete power-up and 
automated startup sequence to be initiated, successful result being confirmed by the LED, 
coming directly from the Medipix device itself. It should be clearly visible from outside 
box, notifying about detector being in operating state. Ethernet downlink informs us 
about detailed status and transfers actual images from the detector already. 

Our system can be operating in this ready-for-launch, cosmic-ray recording state for 
about 40 hours, so this huge margin allows it to be kept standing on the launchpad in 
such mode without any need for interaction even during long delays. It starts recording 
data immediately, which won't fill up available memory in any case and can also be used 
as good demonstration of actual flight readiness, using Ethernet E-link.  

The experiment can be turned down remotely or after pre-set interval using reliable built-
in WatchDog timer. That is crucial for setting it to power off automatically, as remote 
control might be lost during flight and for sure by landing. So as for the recovery – the 
device can be shut down using Telecommand or pre-set timer. It is also capable to wake-
up by LAN, through Ethernet IRQ11 request just in case of unexpected shutdown. 

Envisaged improvements are: 

 Battery voltage measurements 

 Hardware Watch dog – micro controller  

 Auto start up 

 PC ON-LED indicator 

 PC Switch off hardware plug 

 More temperature sensors in box 

 Scripting our measuring sequence is possible, we depended on E-link when 
changing settings (it’s not high-priority task<=>feedback was now more important) 
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Fig. 69 - BEXUS-9 flight trajectory 

6.1 Post-flight report 
 

The balloon flight started at 11:34 and both detecors were measuring some minutes after the 
reaching of floating altitude of 24km in the primary settings – till 12:35. Onboard system clock 
is not very precise and slightly differs from the real time (onboard computer~10s too early). 
Flight setups were changed few times to find dependencies on detector bias voltage, threshold 
levels and other settings. There were just few data acquisition glitches – possibly caused by SEE 
– at 12:29 MPX-2 acquisition was interrupted, at 12:40 TPX acquisition as well. At 13:48 also 
during Timepix operation at 40V bias voltage. Clusteranalysis was interrupted at 13:27 as well. 
All data were recorded and downlinked, fulfilling completely the scientific goals. 

 No damage or failure was found after recovery 

 Experiment is still fully functional  

 No mechanical problem (no screw or nut was loosed) 

 Outer surface was wet, but the wetness didn’t get into the experiment or 
detector’s box 

 Data was downloaded 

 Temperature profile in the experiment : + 7 to + 27 °C 

 Passive design OK 
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Experiment was found in good condition after recovery. Investigation shows that there were no 
mechanical damages, wetness or other pollution. All flash memories were without errors and 
the operation system was still functional. E-Link connection allows on-line data transfer and 
backup, so data storage on board was redundant. After E-Link breakdown during the landing 
procedure some data was still recorded on the flash memory and recovered without any 
problems.  Primary lithium batteries were completely exhausted, as expected. Records in a log 
file shows that the system was running for around 6 hours what was less then expected. It 
could be due to higher processor power after E-Link breakdown. This risk was taken into 
account and capacity of the batteries was high enough. Plots show temperatures of profiles of 
some components during the flight. Temperature was in between 7 – 27 °C and it proves that 
the thermal design was right. (During previous flight it was though generally 10 °C warmer). 

We recorded about 3000 detectors frames and we did not identify any serious malfunctions. 
But the detector’s bias voltage was set too low. It decrees detector’s efficiency and also 
complicates data analysis. But we can say that the experiment was successful about 90%. 

We changed the thermal concept of our experiment during design period. We skipped an idea 
of hermetic box and active cooling or heating and used an open ambient box with completely 
passive cooling instead. All elements producing some heat were connected together to a large 
aluminum block. This conception was working with hi reliability and absorbed all rapid thermal 
changes. We can recommend such design for future experiments. 

 

    
Fig. 70 - Experiment and detectors after recovery 

 

6.2 Design Performance in Ambient Environment of both experiments 
 
Thermal design was successful. Temperature of industrial computer electronics was kept by 15 
÷ 37°C, while outside ambient temperature dropped from 5°C at ground level to lowest -60°C 
during the flight (Fig. 71). In stratosphere, mean ambient temperature was -30°C (stand. 
atmosphere). 
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Figure 71 – Industrial PCs’ and ambient temperature development along the flight profile 

 
Figure 72 – Experiment control temperature during the BEXUS-9 flight. 
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Flown Medipix2 detector (in configuration with 700µm Si wafer) provided 4436 of 5-second 
acquisitions. Recording started 50min before take-off and continued 2 hours after landing, 
making our ground level calibration data sufficient. Therefore the final dataset constitutes of 
over 7 hours of track images acquired with fixed threshold. While this threshold was set quite 
low, 11 (noisy) pixels were masked during whole flight to ensure acquisitions at the highest 
sensitivity (lowest threshold), while maintaining noise-free data. Energetic calibrations have 
been done extensively previously and are underway for the actual flight setup. But the main 
configuration mistake introduced very low bias voltage, meaning that the detector was not set 
optimally after all, with too low sensitivity, mostly for slow light charged particles. Therefore 
high increase of sensitivity and very consistent representation of tracks of ionizing radiation can 
be expected, if used with high bias voltage as can be easily implemented. The setup used 
(Medipix USB interface 1.1. on industrial PC) introduced mean 350ms read-out delay in 
acquisitions, corresponding to overall detector 90% live time.  

6.3 Medipix and Timepix: Data Analysis from BEXUS-7 and BEXUS-9 
 

One of the goals of the experiments was recording height dependent profiles of ionizing 
radiation environment travelled. That needed to be checked with proven concept of flux 
measurement by Geiger telescope STS-6 (described in section 3.3) as shown in fig. 73. Only 
then we could thrustworthily use additional distinction of various particle types (fig. 74) 
impinging MEDIPIX-family detectors, having proven fluxes were detected correctly by them.  

 
Figure 73 – BEXUS-9 data recorded as produced by the ST-6 ionizing probe. 
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Fig. 74 – Ionizing radiation tracks acquired in stratosphere 

MEDIPIX-2 on BEXUS-7: Particle pattern identification-by-track concept: 
1. Heavy charged particles, b- Slow light charged particles, 

c- Fast light charged particles, d- X-rays, low energy gamma 
 

The statistical comparisons and various sanity-checks of effects expected will be done by 
comparing with classical theory of cosmic ray atmospheric profiles (analytical transport 
equations) and primarily with numerical CORSIKA [9] Monte Carlo propagation simulations. 
Developed analysis scripts are already done and useful for making calculations for conditions, 
where the actual experiment took place. As one sanity-check, confirming data consistency (Fig. 
62, 63), any rise of detected particles can be seen during first 5 km of ascent, but followed by 
huge amplification traversing 5-15km, reaching maximum values already at about 15km of 
altitude.  

Along with altitude, we have to consider that the experiment took place in arctic stratosphere, 
associated with high-geomagnetic latitude, corresponding to geomagnetic cut-off rigidity of 280 
MV. That, along with ongoing solar minima, provided measurements of relatively high GCR flux.  
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Fig. 75 – Detector pixel hit (5s) counts along BEXUS-7 flight profile 

 

Fig. 76 – Detector pixel hit (5s) counts at respective altitudes during BEXUS-7 
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Further analyses need to assume time-independent fluxes of cosmic rays, otherwise require 
correlating with other data. All stable geomagnetic indexes, spaceweather data (Fig.79, 80) and 
geograph. close Oulu NM readings (Fig.81, 82) (similar geomagnetic cut-off rigidity) prove this 
assumption right. 

All data were recovered, most down-linked in-flight, 99% from ionizing tube timestamped by uC 
verified, 100% data from both ATLAS-MPX and TIMEPIX (>98% of flight duration in recording 
mode) Both detectors operated in all 8.4V, 25V, 100V BIAS Voltage modes. 

Overall ATLAS-MPX 12800 1s exposures recorded 

Overall TIMEPIX       12100 1s exposures recorded 

Flight time-lapse videos recorded, excluding cut-down because of the request from reel.SMRT. 

 

Fig. 77: Particle track (cluster) type distribution changes during the ascent of BEXUS-9 into the 
stratosphere. Figure with similar experimental content was NEVER PRODUCED BEFORE! 
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Fig. 78: Cluster types (each with assigned possible source particle): 1-Dot (X-rays, low energy 
electrons), 2-Small blob (gamma, Electron), 3-Curly track (high energy electron), 4-Heavy blob 
(Short range ions), 5-Heavy track (Long range ions), 6-Straight track (MIPs). Image exposure 
time was 5 seconds. 
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Fig. 79 – relevant Space Weather flight conditions during BEXUS-7 

 

Fig. 80 – relevant Space Weather flight conditions during BEXUS-9 
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Fig. 81 – Oulu NM detector counts during BEXUS-7 

 

Fig. 82 – Oulu NM detector counts during BEXUS-9 
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Fig. 83 - Apatity NM reading during BEXUS-7 launch campaign 

 
 
 
The statistical demonstration of presence of the E-W effect (low-energetic Cosmic Rays 
directional modulation imposed by Earth’s magnetosphere) discernible from just 
statistical fluctuation noise, (small for low-energetic CRs) is feasible. For such analysis, 
precise knowledge of attitude of gondola is essential for its correlation with flux 
modulation at respective time. Experiment was therefore extended by attitude sensors. 
Onboard 3-axis magnetometer provided exact data for this, back-upped by digital camera 
in time-lapse mode pointing up from gondola to observe relative balloon motion and with 
added polarizer showing also relative position of the Sun.  
On the timescale of gondola oscillations around vertical axis (~4 minutes, 2π angle) there 
is high coincidence of this harmonic period with modulation of hits. These findings are 
confirmed by correlation with magnetometer data to low precision level achievable.  
There seemed to be quite important anisotropy  

 
 
This needs to be confirmed by second launch campaign with advanced instrumentation. 
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Fig. 84, 85 - CR anisotropy (CR arrival directions, asymptotic longit. rel. to IMF) during the 
BEXUS-7 launch campaign. Weak decrease (red) is observed – IZMIRAN (under NMDB FP7) 
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6.4 OuluCRAC: CRII simulations 
 

The Monte Carlo simulations of the interaction of galactic cosmic ray population - protons 
with the Earth's atmosphere, using the Oulu-CRAC[26] (CORSIKA)[27] and 
PLANETOCOSMICS [30] (GEANT4) codes were used. The codes generally take into account 
the following processes: bremsstrahlung, ionization, multiple scattering, pair production, 
Compton scattering, photoelectric effect, elastic and inelastic nuclear interaction and the 
decays of particles (relativistically dilated).  

The Oulu CRAC (Cosmic Ray Atmospheric Cascade) model is based on the CORSIKA 
Monte-Carlo package extended by FLUKA package to simulate the low-energy nuclear 
interactions, and explicitly accounting for direct ionization by primary CR particles. A full 
numerical recipe along with the tabulated values of Y are given by Usoskin (2006).  

Laurent Desorgers' Bernese model PLANETOCOSMICS [30], Geant4 based Monte Carlo 
tool deals with common radiation analyses types (TID, NIEL, fluence, SEE, path length, 
charge deposit, dose equivalent and equivalent doses) in planetary models. 

PLANETOCOSMICS gives only small difference in SOLAR protons (SEP), the Galactic cosmic 
ray (GCR) contribution remains similar. The validity of the PLANETOCOSMICS code in 
analysis of balloon observations in the atmosphere during solar proton events and 
precipitations of magnetospheric electrons into the Earth's atmosphere was already 
demonstrated. Upward and downward fluxes of secondary protons, electrons, positrons, 
photons (gamma), pions and muons for 28 atmospheric depth layers. 

The Sofia model includes an analytical approximation of the direct ionization by CR 
primaries (Velinov et al. 2001) as well as CORSIKA/FLUKA Monte-Carlo simulations. 

In contrast to the lower atmosphere, the ionization of the upper atmosphere, where the 
cascade is not developed, allows a relatively simple analytical solution. This is related to 
the fact that the atmospheric depth at the altitude of 35 km is about 6 g.cm-2 (< 1 g.cm-2 
at 50 km), which is much less than the nuclear free path of protons and alpha-particles 
(70 and 30 g.cm-2, respectively). 

Therefore, one can neglect nuclear interactions in the upper atmosphere (ionosphere and 
upper stratosphere) and consider only ionization losses of the primary CR particles 

atmospheric depth [g.cm-2] CRII norm.per std.atm.p.[cm-3sec-1atm-1] CRII rate [cm-3sec-1] 
25 570.4839 363328.5 
35 560.4711 351663.4 
45 539.0909 335487.3 

................................................................................................................................................................. 
965 2.451496 1908.433 
975 2.350782 1848.994 
985 2.272554 1805.796 

Table 17 : CRII computed for the launch campaign - 08/10/2008 afternoon. Start at location 
ESRANGE (phi=280 MV). Here delimiting cases at ground (985 g.cm-2) and at floating 
altitude of 27km (~20 g.cm-2). Produced by OuluCRAC by Ilya Usoskin [26]. 
 
Plotted in  following figure 86. 
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Fig. 86 -  CRII from OuluCRAC for specified time and place was computed 10[cm-3.sec-1.atm-1] 

 

 

6.5 BEXUS-7 flight cluster-particle spectroscopy composition analysis 
 

For the analysis of spectral-type composition of particles, recorded during the actual 
BEXUS-7 flight campaign, we separated the flight into the 7 distinctive intervals, where 
different composition was expectable. Those were: 

0- 1st Ground level (shielded) – 395x 5s exposures 

1- 2nd GROUND background till start -13.36 – 560x 5s exposures 

2- Ascent 13.36-14.50 – 815x 5s exposures 

3- Float 26,3km 14.51-16h 758x 5s exposures 

4- Float cooling 26to24km 16.01-16.30h 331x 5s exposures 

5- Float coolMORE 24-22km 16.31-17h 336x 5s exposures 

6- CutOff descent 17.01-17.40h 425x 5s exposures 

7- Landed 17.41-19.31 1212x 5s exposures 
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Flight phase  tracks type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 5s acq. 
0-Ground level (shield)  238 177 14 47 0 0 0 395 

in single 5 sec. acq. 0,603 0,448 0,035 0,119 0 0 0  
FACTOR over LANDED 2,017 1,775 2,685 3,605     
FACTOR over FLOAT 0,023 0,023 0,026 0,024 0 0 0  
1-GROUND till start 360 282 23 55 0 0 0 560 
in single 5 sec. acq. 0,643 0,504 0,041 0,098 0 0 0  

FACTOR over LANDED 2,152 1,995 3,111 2,976     
FACTOR over FLOAT 0,025 0,026 0,030 0,020 0 0 0  

2-Ascent 13.36-14.50 10053 7737 437 1844 2 7 26 815 
in single 5 sec. acq. 12,335 9,493 0,536 2,263 0,002 0,009 0,032  

FACTOR over LANDED 41,298 37,601 40,617 68,556     
FACTOR over FLOAT 0,473 0,482 0,390 0,462 0,372 0,296 0,341  

3- Float~26km 14.51-16h 19781 14928 1043 3712 5 22 71 758 
in single 5 sec. acq. 26,096 19,694 1,376 4,897 0,007 0,029 0,094  

FACTOR over LANDED 87,372 78,003 104,231 148,382     
FACTOR over FLOAT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

4-Float cool 26-24km 8872 6806 450 1579 2 10 25 331 
in single 5 sec. acq. 26,804 20,562 1,360 4,770 0,006 0,030 0,076  

FACTOR over LANDED 89,740 81,441 102,983 144,543     
FACTOR over FLOAT 1,027 1,044 0,988 0,974 0,916 1,041 0,806  

5-Float cooler 24-22km 9020 7040 432 1509 5 6 28 336 
in single 5 sec. acq. 26,845 20,952 1,286 4,491 0,015 0,018 0,083  

FACTOR over LANDED 89,880 82,988 97,393 136,079     
FACTOR over FLOAT 1,029 1,064 0,934 0,917 2,256 0,615 0,890  

6-Descent 17-17.40 2644 2251 84 294 2 1 12 425 
in single 5 sec. acq. 6,221 5,296 0,198 0,692 0,005 0,002 0,028  

FACTOR over LANDED 20,829 20,978 14,972 20,960     
FACTOR over FLOAT 0,238 0,269 0,144 0,141 0,713 0,081 0,301  

7-Landed 17.41-19.31 362 306 16 40 0 0 0 1212 
in single 5 sec. acq. 0,299 0,252 0,013 0,033 0 0 0  

FACTOR over LANDED 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
FACTOR over FLOAT 0,011 0,013 0,010 0,007 0 0 0  

Flight phase tracks type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 5s acq. 

 
Table 18 - Flight campaign altitude profile (as on fig. 87) with recorded cluster tracks 

 
From the data in the table we can distinguish some trends:  

(Problem with low BIAS voltage and quite low statistics was improved on BEXUS-9) 

 Landing area lower counts are given by three factors: shielding by tilted gondola 
(90degrees), lower altitude (-300m), higher geomagnetic cutoff rigidity. (YELLOW) 

 Need to analyse with very high precision altitude data during ascent/descent, BUT 
too low statistics for such analysis in the first campaign (GREEN) 
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 Well working and stable representation of partic:le types (BLUE) with exception 
for heavy particles (countermeasures to be taken with higher statistics (NAVY 
BLUE) 

 Consistently 90-times higher radiation fluxes over the shielded ground level (RED), 
consistently higher electron-type component counts (~140-times) (BRIGHT RED) 

 Confirmation of higher admixture of both hadronic and electromagnetic compon. 
 

 
Fig. 87 - Recapitulated BEXUS-7 flight profile with CRII (aka HITS shown as measured) 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

 

It has been found feasible that the Medipix-type detectors can provide required data as 
demonstrated during original flight campaigns. This provides helpful synthesis of 
experimental needs and theoretical considerations. From the data analyses was found 
out that the detector during the original TimePix@Space flight campaign was not set 
optimally concerning too low BIAS voltage, so there was left much space for high increase 
of sensitivity and consistent representation of tracks of ionizing radiation, which was 
implemented with great success during BEXUS-9 campaign. By setting different bias 
voltages during the floating phase or on separate detectors, sensitivity to different types 
of heavily ionizing/nucleonic reactions produced/muons and electrons particles is 
changed and those can then be easier distinguishable. Spatial distribution measurement 
of CR tracks were ensured by using MULTIPLE Medipix-type detector concept,  with 
additional gas-discharged Geiger telescope tubes. It can serve also as the coincidence 
trigger, providing the information about the events which originated in atmospheric 
interactions just shortly before being just products of Extensive Air Showers, from those 
being „the real“ Primary cosmic ray particles impinging only single detector at that point. 
Custom trigger mechanism will allow to check if there were no multiple events even on 
single detector with adequate precision.  

 
According to many scientists, it will be also very important to develop fully automatically 
workable small and light CR stations for regular aircraft lines on an altitude of about 10 
km for continued planetary surveys. Each moving CR station will give information in real-
time scale not only about CR intensity of different secondary components (total neutron 
component and different multiplicities, muon component from different directions, etc.), 
but also about exact geographic coordinates and direction of ship, atmospheric pressure 
and temperature, sea-state amplitude, and velocity of wind. In that case we will have not 
only continuous unique information on CR planetary distributions for each moment of 
time, but also very important information for using global-spectrographic methods for 
effective investigations of different types of CR variations (i.e., a lot of “white spots” in CR 
world distribution from stationary CR stations will be closed). The extended network of 
stationary and moving CR stations may be much more effective also for problems of 
space weather (e.g., forecasting of dangerous magnetic storms by analyzing space-time 
galactic CR distribution and great radiation hazards from solar CRs). 
 

Therefore we argue that such „detector station“ along with tratitional one for 
intercalibrations is readily available in this low-cost setup, providing the required 
measurements. This system can operate in ready-for-launch, experiment ongoing and 
recording state for almost 10 hours based on embedded battery source used, so this huge 
margin allows it to be kept standing on the launch pad in such mode without any need for 
interaction even during long delays. It starts recording data immediately, which won't fill 
up available memory in any case and can also be used as good demonstration of actual 
flight readiness, using Ethernet E-link.  
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Medipix2 detector with USB readout interface developed at IEAP CTU in Prague was 
tested during the BEXUS 7 stratospheric balloon flight, using control computer custom 
built for this purpose based on PC/104 platform. The robustness of whole design allowed 
it to operate flawlessly and with low power consumption. This compact control hardware 
can be used for alternative applications. The high level of development of USB interface 
for Medipix, supported by Pixelman control software, allowed to realize this seemingly 
extensive task just as student project, also financed solely by student own resources 
being still below 1000EUR even for complete prototype design and testing. 
 

REXUS/BEXUS ESA Student Project informations and actual team progress was published 
after our request by the CSO (Czech Space Office) [12], which is the relevant organization 
in the Czech Republic for promoting cooperation with ESA, including all the student 
activities and reporting about them. CSO followed our progress during the project. 

Our own presentation of our experiment and the whole project is published at [20] in 
English version, resp. [21] in Czech version. It provides the interested reader with further 
background material and details of actual status.  

Many other relevant publications have been made for student outreach purposes: 

We had our outreach articles published in ASTRO.CZ [16], in Instant Astronomy News [19] 
and also have presentation at Czech Technical University Student portal [17]. 

 
Some presentations during scientific symposia were made: 

 

Associated original TimePiX@Space analysis is part of the ECRS2008 proceedings. [12] 

Successful Poster presentations at SCS-3 in Finland and at EGU GA assembly in Vienna.       
Latter was AWARDED by prestigious YSOPP AWARD by the ST EGU Committee.  

The oral contribution at EGU GA’10 was invited and accepted for presentation in ST3.2. 

The concept was orally presented at ESA PAC-Symposium in June 2009.  

(The associated publication is part of the proceedings.) 

Paper in Elsevier NIMA [22] is accepted for publication (see Annex 5) based on the poster 
[32] presented at iWoRID09 [33]. 

 

 

We hope in further applicability of our efforts and ask interested reader to raise any 
further questions. 
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8 ABBREVIATIONS  
 

ASAP  As Soon As Possible 
CERN   European center for particle physics research 
CTU  Czech Technical University in Prague 
DLR  Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (German Space Agency) 
ESA  European Space Agency  
Esrange  European Sounding Rocket Launching Range 
ESTEC  European Space Research and Technology Centre, ESA (NL) 
FAR  Flight Acceptance Review 
HW  Hardware 
IEAP (CTU)  Institute of Experimental and applied physics of CTU 
IRF   Institute of Space physics, Sweden 
IRV  Luleå Tekniska Universitet, Dept. of Space science, Kiruna 
kbps  kilobits per second  
keV  kilo-electron-Volt 
LTU  Luleå Tekniska Universitet 
LPI RAS   Lebedev physical institute of Russian Academy of Sciences 

Mbps  Megabits per second 
MeV  Mega-electron-Volt 
MPX  Medipix-2 hybrid particle detector developed at CERN with USB interface    
  developed at IEAP CTU in Prague 
ENOB  Effective Number Of Bits 
PS   Power Source 
SNSB  Swedish National Space Board  
SSC   Swedish Space Corporation 
SW   Software 
TBC  To be confirmed 
TBD  To be determined  
TPX  Timepix hybrid particle detector developed at CERN with USB interface    
  developed at IEAP CTU in Prague 
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10 APPENDIXES 

10.1 Appendix 1: TimePiX@Space: Component and subsystems assembly 
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10.2 Appendix 2: Box design test – experimental rad. attenuation data 
 

 

Configuration # tracks type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 

allXRFAm 9032923 642066
3 

199466
2 

61189
1 5239 459 9 

XRFAm0V0pos10mm 345228 196848 92291 55677 374 38 0 
XRFAm0V1pos15mm 284679 164422 76607 43213 399 37 1 
XRFAm0V2pos20mm 260467 151008 70821 38319 296 23 0 
XRFAm0V3pos25mm 223144 129949 61109 31876 194 16 0 
XRFAm0V4pos30mm 195108 113958 53551 27441 152 6 0 
XRFAm0V6pos40mm 142066 83783 39538 18731 12 2 0 
XRFAm0V8pos50mm 106585 63100 30097 13387 0 1 0 

XRFAm0V13pos75mm 56979 33775 16191 7013 0 0 0 
XRFAm0V18pos100mm 36480 21861 10234 4384 0 1 0 
XRFAm20V0pos10mm 511448 327936 136427 46711 329 45 0 
XRFAm20V1pos15mm 428360 277429 115354 35157 381 39 0 
XRFAm20V2pos20mm 378607 249726 101791 26766 299 25 0 
XRFAm20V3pos25mm 325235 216385 87961 20682 187 20 0 
XRFAm20V4pos30mm 278325 186394 75650 16141 134 6 0 
XRFAm20V6pos40mm 202251 135386 56475 10384 5 0 1 
XRFAm20V8pos50mm 152335 103488 42642 6205 0 0 0 

XRFAm20V13pos75mm 82494 55802 23604 3087 0 0 1 
XRFAm20V18pos100mm 50404 34774 14366 1264 0 0 0 
XRFAm41o7V0pos10mm 528057 393789 100527 33366 337 37 1 
XRFAm41o7V1pos15mm 440546 331897 85297 23006 320 25 1 
XRFAm41o7V2pos20mm 389538 295610 75738 17890 279 20 1 
XRFAm41o7V3pos25mm 333949 254895 65727 13110 211 6 0 
XRFAm41o7V4pos30mm 284585 219248 55681 9522 128 6 0 
XRFAm41o7V6pos40mm 208150 160286 42679 5182 3 0 0 
XRFAm41o7V8pos50mm 155219 120917 31406 2896 0 0 0 

XRFAm41o7V13pos75mm 84088 65570 17643 875 0 0 0 
XRFAm41o7V18pos100mm 51438 40693 10366 379 0 0 0 

XRFAm60V0pos10mm 531693 415638 84549 31168 300 38 0 
XRFAm60V1pos15mm 446065 352955 71027 21725 328 30 0 
XRFAm60V2pos20mm 392962 313072 62992 16604 273 20 1 
XRFAm60V3pos25mm 337134 269743 54958 12236 184 13 0 
XRFAm60V4pos30mm 287259 231133 47033 8973 114 5 1 
XRFAm60V6pos40mm 209724 170029 34931 4764 0 0 0 
XRFAm60V8pos50mm 156624 127483 26491 2650 0 0 0 

XRFAm60V13pos75mm 84223 69165 14243 815 0 0 0 
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XRFAm60V18pos100mm 51474 42516 8665 292 0 0 1 

SHIELDING PE/ALU studies SUM 
tracks type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 

XRFAm-!PE!0V0pos10mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!0V1pos15mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!0V2pos20mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!0V3pos25mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!0V4pos30mm 184418 108161 51186 25066 3 2 0 
attenuation[%] -5,48 -5,09 -4,42 -8,65 -98 -67  

XRFAm-!PE!0V6pos40mm 137051 80600 38518 17933 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -3,53 -3,80 -2,58 -4,26 -100 -100  

XRFAm-!PE!0V8pos50mm 103243 60952 29289 13000 1 1 0 
attenuation[%] -3,14 -3,40 -2,68 -2,89  0  

XRFAm-!PE!0V13pos75mm 56619 33731 15971 6916 1 0 0 
attenuation[%] -0,63 -0,13 -1,36 -1,38    

XRFAm-!PE!0V18pos100mm 35495 21416 10069 4010 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -2,70 -2,04 -1,61 -8,53  -100  

XRFAm-!PE!20V0pos10mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!20V1pos15mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!20V2pos20mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!20V3pos25mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!20V4pos30mm 257434 167729 73557 16148 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -7,51 -10,01 -2,77 0,04 -100 -100  

XRFAm-!PE!20V6pos40mm 191217 128216 54501 8498 2 0 0 
attenuation[%] -5,46 -5,30 -3,50 -18,16 -60  -100 

XRFAm-!PE!20V8pos50mm 143014 95153 41679 6182 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -6,12 -8,05 -2,26 -0,37    

XRFAm-!PE!20V13pos75mm 78667 53506 22867 2293 1 0 0 
attenuation[%] -4,64 -4,11 -3,12 -25,72   -100 

XRFAm-!PE!20V18pos100mm 49141 33200 14453 1488 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -2,51 -4,53 0,61 17,72    

XRFAm-!PE!41o7V0pos10mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!41o7V1pos15mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!41o7V2pos20mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A- N/A- N/A-
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PE PE PE 

XRFAm-!PE!41o7V3pos25mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!41o7V4pos30mm 264554 200619 55411 8523 1 0 0 
attenuation[%] -7,04 -8,50 -0,48 -10,49 -99 -100  

XRFAm-!PE!41o7V6pos40mm 195050 150488 39919 4643 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -6,29 -6,11 -6,47 -10,40 -100   

XRFAm-!PE!41o7V8pos50mm 146646 113394 30652 2600 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -5,52 -6,22 -2,40 -10,22    

XRFAm-!PE!41o7V13pos75mm 80455 63078 16544 833 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -4,32 -3,80 -6,23 -4,80    

XRFAm-!PE!41o7V18pos100mm 49742 38781 10641 320 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -3,30 -4,70 2,65 -15,57    

XRFAm-!PE!60V0pos10mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!60V1pos15mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!60V2pos20mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!60V3pos25mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!PE!60V4pos30mm 266021 212840 45298 7883 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -7,39 -7,91 -3,69 -12,15 -100 -100 -100 

XRFAm-!PE!60V6pos40mm 197258 158984 34001 4273 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -5,94 -6,50 -2,66 -10,31    

XRFAm-!PE!60V8pos50mm 147774 120112 25161 2501 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -5,65 -5,78 -5,02 -5,62    

XRFAm-!PE!60V13pos75mm 79820 65456 13629 735 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -5,23 -5,36 -4,31 -9,82    

XRFAm-!PE!60V18pos100mm 50321 41401 8630 289 0 1 0 
attenuation[%] -2,24 -2,62 -0,40 -1,03   -100 

  SUM 
tracks type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 

XRFAm-!ALU!0V0pos10mm 344905 197116 93394 54390 3 2 0 
attenuation[%] -0,09 0,14 1,20 -2,31 -99 -95  

XRFAm-!ALU!0V1pos15mm 292383 168327 79706 44347 1 2 0 
attenuation[%] 2,71 2,37 4,05 2,62 -100 -95 -100 

XRFAm-!ALU!0V2pos20mm 255715 148486 69330 37894 1 4 0 
attenuation[%] -1,82 -1,67 -2,11 -1,11 -100 -83  

XRFAm-!ALU!0V3pos25mm 223704 130453 60995 32247 4 4 1 
attenuation[%] 0,25 0,39 -0,19 1,16 -98 -75  

XRFAm-!ALU!0V4pos30mm 193038 112826 53106 27104 1 1 0 
attenuation[%] -1,06 -0,99 -0,83 -1,23 -99 -83  
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XRFAm-!ALU!0V6pos40mm 142697 83809 39622 19265 0 1 0 
attenuation[%] 0,44 0,03 0,21 2,85 -100 -50  

XRFAm-!ALU!0V8pos50mm 108610 64186 30159 14273 0 1 0 
attenuation[%] 1,90 1,72 0,21 6,62  0  

XRFAm-!ALU!0V13pos75mm 58190 34595 16463 7131 0 1 0 
attenuation[%] 2,13 2,43 1,68 1,68    

XRFAm-!ALU!0V18pos100mm 36284 21589 10339 4356 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -0,54 -1,24 1,03 -0,64  -100  

XRFAm-!ALU!20V0pos10mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!ALU!20V1pos15mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!ALU!20V2pos20mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!ALU!20V3pos25mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!ALU!20V4pos30mm 263831 176361 73435 14034 0 0 1 
attenuation[%] -5,21 -5,38 -2,93 -13,05 -100 -100  

XRFAm-!ALU!20V6pos40mm 194528 129385 55946 9195 0 1 1 
attenuation[%] -3,82 -4,43 -0,94 -11,45   0 

XRFAm-!ALU!20V8pos50mm 146658 98890 42143 5625 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -3,73 -4,44 -1,17 -9,35    

XRFAm-!ALU!20V13pos75mm 79458 53324 23400 2732 0 0 2 
attenuation[%] -3,68 -4,44 -0,86 -11,50   100 

XRFAm-!ALU!20V18pos100mm 49525 33811 14458 1256 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -1,74 -2,77 0,64 -0,63    

XRFAm-!ALU!41o7V0pos10mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!ALU!41o7V1pos15mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!ALU!41o7V2pos20mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!ALU!41o7V3pos25mm N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-PE N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

N/A-
PE 

XRFAm-!ALU!41o7V4pos30mm 269753 207361 53694 8698 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -5,21 -5,42 -3,57 -8,65 -100 -100  

XRFAm-!ALU!41o7V6pos40mm 199576 153177 41465 4934 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -4,12 -4,44 -2,84 -4,79 -100   

XRFAm-!ALU!41o7V8pos50mm 149884 116709 30473 2702 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -3,44 -3,48 -2,97 -6,70    

XRFAm-!ALU!41o7V13pos75mm 81154 62997 17260 897 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -3,49 -3,92 -2,17 2,51    

XRFAm- 50611 39701 10561 349 0 0 0 
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!ALU!41o7V18pos100mm 
attenuation[%] -1,61 -2,44 1,88 -7,92    

XRFAm-!ALU!60V0pos10mm 491173 383158 80891 27124 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -7,62 -7,81 -4,33 -12,97 -100 -100  

XRFAm-!ALU!60V1pos15mm 417051 327843 69989 19219 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -6,50 -7,11 -1,46 -11,54 -100 -100  

XRFAm-!ALU!60V2pos20mm 365218 290281 60129 14807 0 0 1 
attenuation[%] -7,06 -7,28 -4,55 -10,82 -100 -100 0 

XRFAm-!ALU!60V3pos25mm 322803 256932 54205 11665 0 0 1 
attenuation[%] -4,25 -4,75 -1,37 -4,67 -100 -100  

XRFAm-!ALU!60V4pos30mm 271834 218261 45589 7983 1 0 0 
attenuation[%] -5,37 -5,57 -3,07 -11,03 -99 -100 -100 

XRFAm-!ALU!60V6pos40mm 200194 161838 33973 4383 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -4,54 -4,82 -2,74 -8,00    

XRFAm-!ALU!60V8pos50mm 150566 122443 25507 2616 0 0 0 
attenuation[%] -3,87 -3,95 -3,71 -1,28    

XRFAm-!ALU!60V13pos75mm 81914 67037 14122 754 1 0 0 
attenuation[%] -2,74 -3,08 -0,85 -7,48    

XRFAm-!ALU!60V18pos100mm 51156 42002 8839 312 0 0 1 
attenuation[%] -0,62 -1,21 2,01 6,85   0 

Configuration SUM 
tracks type 1 type 2 type 3 type 4 type 5 type 6 
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10.3 Appendix 3: (Attitude-backup) webcam footage of the BEXUS7 flight  

As part of our experiment instrumentation, we recorded video-coverage of most of the 
flight, for usage as backup relative sun-pointing of any moment during flight in case of 
magnetometer failure.  

While polarizing filter was used, it demonstrates complete attenuation of diffused 
sunlight when positioned in right angle relative to the sun. The blueness of the sky coming 
from the same sunlight diffusion is relevant and visible only till ~12 kilometers altitude.  

Gradual inflation – by pressure balancing – of the balloon is also clearly demonstrated.  

Most important effect for us was though the reflection of the sun on balloon and 
therefore good gondola positioning relative to Sun in any moment – and while gondola 
was slowly oscillating on its belay relative to balloon (period of about two minutes) this 
info is provided as well.  Few demonstrative still pictures follow (embedded time in UT). 
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Abstract 

Results of the first two experiments using semiconductor pixel detectors of the Medipix family for cosmic ray imaging in the 
stratospheric environment are presented. The original detecting device was based on the hybrid pixel detectors Medipix2 and 
Timepix developed at CERN with USB interface developed at the Institute of Experimental and Applied Physics of Czech 
Technical University in Prague. The detectors were used in tracking mode allowing them to operate as an "active nuclear 
emulsion". Extensive datasets of different types of cosmic ray tracks were acquired in the stratospheric radiation environment, 
sorted and analyzed. Detector performance was evaluated for further design implications of proposed usage on satellites. 

  © 2001 Elsevier Science. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction  

This paper describes the measurements acquired by 
the Medipix and Timepix detectors during two 
stratospheric balloon flights. Experiments were under 
full remote control and monitored by custom control 
hardware built for this purpose. The performance and 
reliability of the Medipix detector with the first 
version of the control assembly during stratospheric 
balloon flight is discussed in [1]. The detecting 

device is based on the hybrid pixel detector of 
Medipix2-type [2] developed at CERN with USB 
interface [3]. The BEXUS-7 and BEXUS-9 flight 
campaigns took place on 8th Oct 2008 and 11th Oct 
2009 respectively with duration of ~4 hours each, 
with ~2 hours at a stable floating altitude of 26 and 
24 km respectively. Both were launched from the 
Swedish Space Corporation (SSC) commercial 
spaceport ESRANGE near Kiruna in Sweden at 65°N 
geomagnetic latitude. The flight opportunities on 
BEXUS (Balloon EXperiment for University 
Students) stratospheric balloon projects were 
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provided by the Education Department of the 
European Space Agency (ESA) and Eurolaunch 
(Collaboration of SNSB, Swedish National Space 
Board and DLR, German Space Agency). 

1.1. Motivation and Scientific Outlook  

Terrestrial Cosmic Ray Flux (CR) is considered by 
the scientific community as a possible important 
agent influencing various atmospheric phenomena 
that range from Global Atmospheric Electric Circuit, 
dust concentrations, to cloud properties. Therefore, 
better experimental data on specific atmospheric 
fluxes along with particle types and energies present 
are an important input into various models. 
According to many scientists it will be very 
important to develop fully automatic, small, and light 
CR stations for regular ship and aircraft lines for 
continuous planetary surveys. Such an extended 
network of both stationary and moving CR stations 
will be much more effective also for problems related 
to space weather (e.g., forecasting of dangerous 
magnetic storms by analyzing space-time galactic CR 
distribution and great radiation hazards from solar 
CRs). Therefore we argue that such a CR station 
could be readily available in a relatively low-cost 
setup, providing all the required measurements. 

2. Experiment design 

The whole concept served as the original testbed for 
the feasibility study of extended stratospheric flight 
exposure of Medipix-type detectors in the near-space 
environment. Both flight versions of the control 
hardware were custom-designed, based on a single-
board embedded PC platform. The robustness of both 
designs allowed flawless operation as was expected 
from the previous extensive vacuum testing. To the 
BEXUS-9 design electronic components were added 
to provide redundancy and better thermal stability. It 
also housed additional detectors (Timepix, Medipix-2 
with neutron converter and STS-6 Geiger telescope 
[4]). Detector control and acquisitions were handled 
by the Pixelman software package [5]. It was possible 
to fully control and monitor the experiment  from a 
ground station PC using remote desktop service 
provided by the Windows operating system. 

2.1. Experiment structure attenuation simulations 

The Medipix/Timepix detectors were placed in a 
polyethylene enclosure during the first campaign and 
in an aluminum box with a very thin aluminum foil 
window above the detector itself during the second 
flight. For proper design of the experiment box 
enclosing the Medipix detector, the CERN package 
Geant4 was used for the simulation of the particle 
passage through the sensitive and insensitive parts of 
the detector (details to be found in [1]). Considering 
the attenuating configuration of material near the 
detector, simulations with relevant material properties 
were undertaken determining:  

• levels of loss of the particle energy in the material  
• shape of the particle traces in the detector  
• fraction of misidentified particles (background) 

These studies again confirmed that Medipix-family 
detectors can be used well as tracking detectors for 
detecting particles above specified energy thresholds.  

2.2. Design Performance   

Both designs were successful and worked without 
glitch during both flights. The temperature of the 
electronics was kept within 15 ÷ 37°C, even while 
the outside ambient temperature dropped from 5°C at 
ground level to -60°C during the BEXUS-7 flight. 

The Medipix2 detector (700µm Si) on BEXUS-7 
provided 4440 of 5-second acquisitions. The 
BEXUS-9 Medipix2 and Timepix detectors recorded 
1-second images (12800 and 12100 respectively in 
Time Over Threshold (TOT) – charge distribution 
resolving mode.) Measurements started one hour 
before take-off and continued for a few hours after 
landing, ensuring sufficient ground level calibration 
data. Therefore the final datasets constitute over 7 
hours of  tracks acquired with fixed equalized 
thresholds for multiple levels of BIAS voltage (~ 8V, 
25V, 40V and 100V), using 8V most often to ensure 
good charge diffusion for optimal cluster formation. 
The BEXUS9 instrumentation was accompanied by a 
standard STS-6 Geiger telescope for intercorrelation 
of the particle fluxes measured by the Timepix and 
Medipix-2, which provided an important agreement.  
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3. Data analysis 

The primary goal of the experiment was to record 
specific ionization tracks by various particles. 
BEXUS is the ideal platform for such in-situ 
measurements, not only because of the high altitudes 
reached, but also due to its slow ascent velocity for 
statistically relevant sampling of the lower layers. A 
sanity check of height-dependent profiles of ionizing 
radiation was done by comparison with the numerical 
CORSIKA [6] Monte Carlo simulations. A large 
increase in particle counts occurred when crossing an 
altitude of 5km (Fig. 1), reaching maximum values at 
about 15km altitude as predicted by classical theory.  

 
Fig. 1 – Medipix pixel hit (5s) counts along BEXUS7 flight profile 

 
Fig. 2 – Altitude dependent ionization yield [10.cm-3.sec-1.atm-1] 
measured by Medipix-2 compared to CRII OuluCRAC model [6] 

Along with altitude, we have to consider that the 
experiment took place in the Arctic stratosphere, 
associated with high geomagnetic cut-off rigidity of 
280 MV. That, along with ongoing solar minima, 
provided relatively high primary CR flux. Stability of 
the primary CR flux can be shown by relevant Oulu 
neutron monitor readings (fluctuations below 2%). 

3.1. Particle identification 

The charge was collected by several adjacent pixels, 
forming a cluster. Timepix operated in TOT mode 
enables charge measurement for every matrix pixel 
providing  information on energy losses of passing 
particles. Different particles create distinctive 
patterns in the detector which can be used for basic 
identification and sorting into predefined particle 
categories (Fig. 3, 4). This is the main conceptual 
advantage over standard, flux-measuring approaches. 
The detailed principle of particle recognition and data 
evaluation is available as described in [7]. 

 
Fig. 3 – Projection of deposited charge being used as the 
fingerprint for resolving specific particle types.  

 
Fig. 4 – Cluster types (each with assigned possible source particle):  
1-Dot (X-rays, low energy electrons), 2-Small blob (gamma, 
Electron), 3-Curly track (high energy electron), 4-Heavy blob 
(Short range ions), 5-Heavy track (Long range ions), 6-Straight 
track (MIPs). Image exposure time was 5 seconds. 

Components of the mixed radiation field were sorted 
according to track shape into 6 categories [7] (Fig. 5).  

1-Dot 
2-Small blob 

6-Straight track 

3-Curly track 4-Heavy blob 

5-Heavy track 
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We show cluster type distribution changes during the 
ascent of BEXUS-9 to the stratosphere in Fig. 5.  

 
Fig. 5– Particle track (cluster) type distribution changes during the 
ascent of BEXUS-9 into the stratosphere. 

4. Conclusions 

Medipix2 and Timepix detectors with USB readout 
interface were tested during two stratospheric balloon 
flights, using devoted compact control single-board 
PC system custom-built for this purpose. This design 
can be useful for other compact-sized, low-mass 
applications requiring high redundancy. The 
robustness of the whole design allowed it to operate 
flawlessly and with low power consumption. The 
high level of development of the USB interface for 
Medipix, supported by Pixelman control software, 
allowed to perform this seemingly extensive task as a 
student project. This concept can, thanks to track 
analysis, provide useful inputs into the composition 
of the radiation field along the altitudinal profile – 
improving ion concentration (CRII) model outputs 
from the upper troposphere to the stratosphere [8]. 
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